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Abstract
white dummy text...
BACKGROUND: Although the Image Quality (IQ) indices calculated by objective Model observers contains more favourable characteristics compared to Figure
Of Merits (FOM) derived from the more common subjective evaluations of modern
digital diagnostic fluoroscopy units, like CDRAD or the Leeds test-objects, practical issues in form of limited access to unprocessed raw data and intricate laboratory
measurements have made the conventional computational methods too inefficient
and laborious. One approach of the Statistical Decision Variables (CDV) analysis, made available in the FluoroQuality software, overcome these limitations by
calculating the SNR2 rate from information entirely based on image frames directly
obtained from the imaging system, operating in its usual clinical mode.
AIM: The overall aim of the project has been to make the proposed Model observer methodology readily available and verified for use in common IQ tests that
takes place in a hospital based on simple measuring procedures with the default image enhancement techniques turned on. This includes conversion of FluoroQuality to
MATLAB, assessment of its applicability on a modern digital unit by means of comparisons of measured SNR2 rate with the expected linear response predicted by the
classical Rose model, assessment of the methods limiting and optimized imaging conditions (with regard to both equipment and software parameters) and dose-efficiency
measurements of the SNR2 rate /Doserate Dose-to-information (DI) index including
both routine quality control of the detector and equipment parameter analyses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: A Siemens Axiom Artis Zee MP diagnostic
fluoroscopy unit, a Diamentor transmission ionisation chamber and a small T20
solid state detector have been used for acquisition of image data and measurements
of Air Kerma-area product rate (KAP-rate) and Entrance Surface Air Kerma rate
(ESAK-rate without backscatter). Two sets of separate non-attached test-details, of
aluminium and tissue equivalent materials respectively, and a Leeds test object were
used as contrasting signals. Dose-efficiency measurements consisted of variation of
4 different parameters: Source-Object-Distance, Phantom PMMA thickness, Field
size and Dose rate setting. In addition to these, dimensions of the test details as well
as computational parameters of the software, like ROI size and number of frames,
were included in the theoretical analyses.
RESULTS: FluoroQuality has successfully been converted to MATLAB and
the method has been verified with SNR2 rate in accordance with the Rose model with
only small deviations observed in contrast analyses, most likely reflecting the methods sensitivity in observing non-linear effects. Useful guidelines for measurement
procedures with regard to accuracy and precision have been derived from the studies. Results from measurements of the (squared) DI-indices indicates comparable
precision (≤ 8%) with the highest performing visual evaluations but with higher
accuracy and reproducibility. What still remains for the method to compete with
subjective routine QC tests is to integrate the SNR2 rate measurements in an efficient
enough QA program.
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Chapter 1

Theory
1.1

Introduction

Image quality (IQ) in the clinical context is based on diagnostic utility rather than
on aesthetic grounds (1) . The assessment of the performance of an imaging system
is therefore ultimately a measure of the amount of diagnostic information that a
radiologist can derive for a specific task (1–3) . In radiology the evaluation of x-ray
systems performance must also address the image quality in light of absorbed doses.
The performance of the imaging modality in the final most comprehensive clinical
evaluation is directly related to the accuracy of diagnosis, patient outcome and the
cost-effectiveness including both economical factors and health aspects (3,4) .
The overall goal of IQ estimations is optimization of equipment and methods for
adequate diagnostic accuracy while keeping doses As Low As reasonably Achievable
according to the ALARA principle (5) . The clinical performance of the system as a
whole, including also the patient and influence from anatomic variation in the imaged
subject, is evaluated in terms of clinical image quality. Such an IQ index should
ideally be used in equipment parameter analysis with altered imaging conditions
aiming at optimization of equipment arrangement, technique factors and Automatic
Dose Rate Control (ADRC) as well as in comparisons between imaging modalities.
However, Physical image quality related the to the physical factors of IQ is more
commonly considered, which is also the case in the thesis.
The list at the end of the page contains favourable characteristics of an IQ index
where the practical aspects listed first historically has been prioritized in Quality
Control (QC) programs which put greater emphasis on efficiency. Such procedures
focus on the the performance of the detector and begins with acceptance testing
at the commissioning, where the device is assessed according to the manufacture
specifications, followed up with routine constancy testing. Regularly checks is an
indicator for corrective actions in case of technical malfunctions why an QC index
also should be related to physical factors of the imaging system.
Each index should be quantified for sake of calibration and comparisons, with
established reference levels or results obtained from other measurements, and derived
from reproducible experiments with unambiguous interpretations. In summary, an
IQ-measurement should be:
• Simple and practical (time-efficient)
• Related to physical factors of the imaging system (like x-ray fluence etc.)
• Quantified, reproducible and unambiguous
• Of high precision, sensitivity and accuracy
• Clinically relevant (like realistic phantoms)
1
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Different stages and components of the imaging chain are separated for evaluation, by either subjective (human) or objective (computational) Observers with
psychophysical- and semiobjective- or instrument based physical methods respectively, by means of regulating the complexity in the experimental set-up. Physical
image quality is analysed primarily by means of the three main physical parameters;
contrast, spatial (temporal) resolution and (radiographic) noise. These are measured in clinically unrealistic conditions using test objects, of homogeneous material
containing simple patterns of contrasting objects, placed at the image receptor.
Physical quantities gives a more detailed analysis combined and decomposed
into spatial frequency components in order to describe the signal transformation
through the system. The Wiener Spectrum (NPS: Noise-Resolution) adds the information of noise correlation between adjacent detector elements which together with
K (characteristic curve: pixel value relative to input x-ray exposure) and the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF: Contrast-Resolution) can be combined into the
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR: Contrast-Noise), that provides a more comprehensive
evaluation of the systems ability to detect signals. (2,6–8) .
Dealing with different clinical tasks, with varying relevant diagnostic information, makes image quality highly task oriented (2,4) . Common for most assessment
methods used today is that they tend to keep the level of examination complexity
in the task as simple as possible dealing only with cases of detection of an unspecified target without quantification and with known location. This approach is often
simple enough for a straightforward analysis without losing too much of clinical relevance. Visual Grading Analysis (VGA) represents the second approach to evaluate
image quality by means of visibility of (normal) anatomical structures in near clinical data (anthropomorphic phantoms, simulated realistic- or real clinical images)
according to a list of image criteria e.g. selected in established guidelines (9,10) .
The human detection ability in clinically realistic tasks (clinical IQ) is deteriorated by the variability in the anatomical background resulting in anatomical noise
and overlaying structures which has a masking effect on the target (11) . Biological
variability can be the limiting factor for a clinician in many medical examinations
and dominate over physical effects like system noise (11) . Additional factors that
need to be considered in clinical images and realistic phantoms are increased dynamic range and variation of gray values caused by an non uniform patient (12) .
In the simplest and most ideal form of task, SKE/BKE (Signal/Background
Known Exactly), the target to be detected is fully known a priori and all variation in
the image data is due to stochastic effects (2,4,13) . Under these circumstances a class
of objective mathematical Ideal Model observers, derived from statistical theory, can
estimate SNR based on the theoretically most efficient utilisation of information.
Other methods requires less strict conditions, excluding for example the information of noise correlation as with more human-like Quasi-ideal observers (2,4,13,14) .
The next step in matching Model observers with human detection abilities involves
the transition to more realistic clinical conditions. Other classes of Hotelling observers have been developed for more complex situations but can only be applied
given sufficiently known statistical properties; i.e. in case of less complicated realimage or synthetic anatomical backgrounds with computer generated signals.
Despite the lack of established correlation between the physical IQ-indicies and
clinical IQ-factors involved in the analysis of clinical images (3,4,13) Model observers
can still fulfil a role in different assessment tasks that takes place in a hospital
whenever a physical IQ assessment of the detector alone is proved to be efficient
enough while the corresponding subjective analysis is too uncertain or laborious in:
• Routine quality control of the detector from repeated measurements
• Equipment parameter analysis of the imaging system
2
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In the thesis Ideal and Quasi-ideal Model observers have been utilised for measurements of SNR2 rate on a Siemens Axiom Artis Zee MP digital flat-panel fluoroscopy
unit. The SNR2 rate detection index is the natural choice of FOM (Figure Of Merit)
considering the integration of information over time in real-time x-ray viewing. Experiments ranging over the two points listed above have been included in order to
investigate SNR2 rate in common practices at a hospital along with analyses of how
to best implement them. Measurements on the processed data received from the default clinical mode of operation are verified by comparing the response of SNR2 rate as
a function of factors with linear expectations predicted by the classical Rose model.

1.2

Detection Theory

Detection is the category of tasks that corresponds to discrimination of signals
against backgrounds without the need of estimating continuous properties of the
signal like dimensions or intensity. Methods based on detection can be further
categorized after two paradigms of the human decision making process, the Psychophysical and the semi-objective approach. Both are based on experiments of
binary response that requires two hypotheses (signal H1 : absent/H2 : present) as
well as borderline visibility (barely seen objects) in case of human observers.
The most common methods within the psychophysical approach are based
on the ”Rose-Burger” phantom containing circular disks grouped after decreasing
contrast and area. The task of pointing out the faintest detail visible in each group
is according to the classical model of signal detection dependent on SNR triggered
stimuli exceeding a constant threshold value in the observer’s visual system, in
accordance with threshold theory. Results from such experiments are often presented
in form of contrast-detail curves with a threshold detection index plotted against a
factor related to the detail area. In reality though observers do change their visual
threshold between experiments, requiring varying degree of confidence, which results
in high uncertainties in the detection indices. In statistical signal detection theory
the observer dependent critical confidence level is integrated into the methods.

1.2.1

Rose model of signal detection

The classical Rose model of SNR (6) relates image quanta to perception of the detail,
expressed in mathematical terms in Eq. 1.1:
p
 p
SNRRose = AI · (q̄b − q̄s )/σb = AI q̄b · 1 − e−t·µ = M2 Ao q̄b · Ci
√ √
√ √
∝ M Ao D · Ci = AI D · Ci

(1.1)

where q̄b − q̄s stands for the change in the mean number of√image quanta caused
by the target of thickness t and (object) area Ao , σb = AI q̄b image noise in
form of uncorrelated Poisson-distributed quanta in the projected image area AI , and
Ci (second parenthesis) the intrinsic contrast of the object with linear attenuation
coefficient µ. In the final proportionality expression, D stands for the detector target
dose and M the geometric magnification given by the inverse square law in Eq. 1.2:
√
AI
SDD
√
=
M=
SOD
Ao

(1.2)

where SDD and SOD stand for the ”Source Detector Distance” and ”Source Object
Distance”, respectively, described in chapter 2.
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Although restricted to ideal experimental setups (6,15) , with no focal spot
penumbral blur present, and based on a simplistic model of both noise (poisson
distributed quanta as only source) and signal transformation (uncorrelated noise
and a pill-box-shaped signal) the linear relations of the Rose SNR detection index
to physical factors can still be used to assess the method from expected performance
of Model observers, given sufficiently approximated imaging conditions for Eq. 1.1 in
form of quantum noise as the limiting IQ factor in fluoroscopy. This will be utilized
in different experiments where the applicability of the method itself is investigated.

1.2.2

Statistical signal detection theory

The decision criterion in statistical decision theory is based on the rating of confidence for a decision between the two hypotheses (H1 and H2 ), against a continious
rating scale, as in statistical classification tasks (4) . The degree of confidence that
a certain image belongs to either H1 or H2 are quantified by an Conditional Decision Variable (CDV) (4) , the test statistic adopted for the classification task like
the amount of signal used in the paper’s methodology. An assumption according
to the statistical theory is that CDV:s from the two sets of images under similar
imaging conditions will be grouped in one of two normal distributions belonging to
each class (3,4) , as shown in the histogram in Fig. 1.1. Detection performance is
therefore expressed in terms of the separation between distributions (4,13) .
Common to all observer performance methodology in the statistical analysis
is the use of controlled detection experiments. In semi-objective subjective ROC
studies the observers ability of classifying clinical or near-clinical images as normal
or abnormal are assessed from an comparison with the true states represented in the
images (4) . The details of how the ROC curve is constructed, from the resulting false
negative and false positive errors, analysed and quantified are described elsewhere (4) .
The experimental procedure takes into account the observers subjective threshold
level by letting the decision maker rate the confidence for detection in images, from
sets composed of different categories of quality, after a numbered scale.
The basic concept of the semi-objective (M-alternative) Forced-Choice analysis
is to control against subjective interpretation of certainty in the test by letting the
observer chose the sub-image that provides the highest signal detection confidence
in an experimental setup where either one of two (2-AFC) or one of a multitude
(M-AFC) of sub-images actually contains the signal, repeated over a series of tests.

1.2.3

The Ideal (PWMF) Model observer

Model observers operates by applying decision functions on the images, according
to a strategy suitable for the task, for a direct derivation of the CDV distributions.

Figure 1.1: Histogram of the two CDV distributions, with the signal absent (H1 )
and present (H2 ) respectively, generated by means of a Model observer.
4
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Every optimal strategy, in the sense of separating the two distributions, is based
on the likelihood ratio or a function monotonically related to it like L given in
Eq. 1.3 (2,4) . It simply states that L should increase for images with characteristics
compatible with the state of signal + noise (H2 ) and decrease for only noise (H1 ).
(1)

L=

X
p(g|H2 ) PWMF
(2)
Fourier
====⇒ D(g|H1,2 ) = ∆gt C−1
======⇒
n g1,2 =
+conditions
p(g|H1 ) strategy
u,v



∆G∗u,v Gu,v
Cu,v


(1.3)
1,2

The CDV to search for in the images that fulfills both requirements in the
numerator and denominator in (1) is the imaged signal excluding noise effects where ḡ1,2 stands for mean ROI:s over frames in sets of signal absent
and present, respectively, shown in Fig. 1.2 together with the ”template”
∆g. The effects of noise correlation, introduced in the imaging system, is
cancelled by the inverse of the covariance matrix Cn . The decision function
operating on images in Eq. 1.3 is therefore called the ”Pre-Whitening Matched Filter”
(PWMF), given for the most general case of ideal SKE/BKE conditions∗ in (2) with
images expressed as 1D vectors in the spatial domain to avoid unnecessary complexity.
To enable a statistical analysis of Eq. 1.3 and ensure a practical computation
and implementation of the Wiener spectrum/ Noise Power Spectrum (NPS), related
to Cu,v , some requirements on the imaging system must first be met (4,6) :
• Known transfer eq. g = Hf + n: Linear shift-invariant system†
• NPS calculation practical: Stationary and Ergodic system‡
• CDV Gaussian distributed: Additive and Zero-mean Gaussian distributed noise§
A major advantage of the method is the image based analysis and therefore lack
of the first listed general requirement for linearity (see second footnote) (4) . When
adding the remaining two points of conditions, Eq. 1.3 will be turned into the simple
match in the last expression with Gaussian distributed CDV:s resulting from a linear
sum over the pixels weighted after the amount of signal in the template ∆G.
SNR is given as the distance between the two means of respective CDV distribution normalized by the square root of the mean of the two variances (2,13) :
SNRStat =

D̄(g|H2 ) − D̄(g|H1 )
q
σ 2 1,2

(1.4)

Figure 1.2: Mean 642 ROI over (a) Signal and (b) Background. (c) The ”Template”.
∗
Inhomogeneous phantoms containing complexity of anatomical structures to a certain degree,
can still be used, though all variations except random noise is cancelled out in the analysis (13) .
†
This characteristics of the system is only necessary in the conventional approach which is based
on laboratory measurements of the signal f, large-area transfer factor K and MTF. That is when
(2) in Eq. 1.3 is replaced by (H ∗ ∆f)t C−1
n g1,2 and simple convolution, ”blurring”, by the system
response function H is implied. The method in the thesis operates directly on the images instead.
‡
Stationary (fixed expectation values) and ergodic (ensemble average ⇔ spatial average) properties combined leads to simplified calculations of a diagonal NPS derived from an image sequence.
§
Additive means signal independence, (Cn,1 = Cn,2 ), an issue in case of too strong signals.
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1.3

FluoroQuality

FluoroQuality is a program, based on Model observers, developed at the Finnish Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK) at the beginning of the new century
and at the end of the analogue era. The theoretical foundation for the program and
the thesis is based on Tapiovaara’s and Wagner’s approach (2,13,16) where Observers
estimates the SNR directly from information in image pixels accumulated from a
large number of consecutive image frames. The method is therefore in general only
practically applicable for modalities based on a rapid collection of image frames and
the FluoroQuality software in particular is developed and adapted for the case of an
analogue fluoroscopy system digitizing a video signal into packages of 32 frames in a
PC/frame grabber system. The inconvenience related to additional steps of preparation of input data as well as restrictions in form of limited software settings (like
ROI size) were reasons to write a stand-alone FluoroQuality program on MATLAB.
Results included in the output of the program (17) are gathered in Appendix A where
the MATLAB version is evaluated.

1.3.1

Observers in FluoroQuality

The program contains various Observers, listed in Appendix A, that differ with respect to category (Ideal or Quasi-Ideal), Fourier domain (spatial or spatial-frequency
based) and method used for rate calculation (”Lag” or ”Direct”). By reasons of
clarity only two Observers are included in the analysis; the Quasi-Ideal ”Numerical” DCsHFs reference observer operating in the spatio-temporal domain, given in
Eq. 1.5, compared with the spatio-temporal-frequency mode of the Ideal PWMF
observer from Eq. 1.3, referred to as the ”Analytical” observer.
The calculation process can be divided in 2 main steps; 1) Raw data processing
in form of reading, arranging of frames and construction of a template (∆g or ∆G)
followed by 2) the SNR estimation. The first stage of 1) is common for each Observer
analysis; the program is loaded with two sets of dynamic image sequences from xray measurements on a phantom with the target signal in place and replaced (by
phantom material) respectively, each with a total of Ftot frames. A ROI is placed
over the signal (Fig. 1.2 (a)) and subimages (g2 and g1 ) collected from consecutive
frames at the same coordinates for the two sets of signal and background.

Figure 1.3: Construction of bias reduced templates used by the ”Numerical” observers in case of the (I) ”Lag” and (II) ”Direct” method. The mean value operation
is repeated over m sequences with the red arrow moving along cubes to be excluded
from the calculation. This is done for the two stacks of M · F background (H=1)
and signal (H=2) image frames, resulting in m templates ∆g. In P
(II), the F frames
in each sequence are replaced by the summed sequence gsum,m =
gm,f .
F
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Two different methods are applied for the template construction where ∆G in
Eq. 1.3 is based on the straightforward mean values over Ftot frames while the ”Numerical” observer utilizes a bias reduced procedure, outlined in Fig. 1.3, where each
of the two sets of Ftot signal/background images first are grouped into M sequences
of F frames each. A separate template is then constructed for each sequence by only
including frames from the other M-1 sequences in the mean calculation, resulting in
m de-biased templates for a single SNR measurement. The (I) ”Lag” rate method
is based on mean values over M · F − F single frames gm,f which is replaced by M-1
summed sequences gsum,m in the (II) ”Direct” analysis,
i.e. with each cube instead
P
represented by the summed sequence: gsum,m = gm,f .
F

The Fourier pairs of the Quasi-Ideal DCsHFs ”Numerical” observer, that corresponds to the ”Analytical” PWMF observer in Eq. 1.3, is given in Eq. 1.5:
Odd/Even 
X
p(g|H2 ) X  Odd/Even
1 X
Fourier
=
∆gi,jRows −
∆gk,lRows gi,j ⇐==⇒
∆G∗u,v Gu,v (1.5)
p(g|H1 )
P/2

i,j

k,l

u,v6=(0,0)∧(0,vmax )

with the spatial domain expression at the left side of the equation given in 2D
image matrix notation. The Fourier transform at the right is included by means of
comparisons. The first remark is the exclusion of the correlation operator, resulting
in better correspondence with the human inability to derive information about pixel
correlation from images. Second thing to note is the cancellation of information from
both the spatial zero- and maximum vertical frequency to get rid of excessive noise
present in the DC- and HF-channel∗ . The effects in the spatial domain of suppressing
the two spatial-frequency channels is achieved by subtracting the average in odd and
even rows, respectively, from each pixel located in the corresponding row, separately
for the m templates where P stands for the number of pixels in a ROI.
The main motivation behind the omission of a initial step of pre-whitening
is though the simpler expression in the spatial domain with only the last point
of the listed hardware conditions in section 1.2.3 left to be checked: χ2 statistical
analysis of normality of the CDV distribution and signal independce by comparing
the variances of CDV:s between signal (H2 ) and noise (H1 ) distributions (13) .

1.3.2

SNR calculations in FluoroQuality

Two different methods for SNR calculations, taking place in separate Fourier domains, are applied for the two Observers. An analytical formula for either SNR2
or SNR2 rate are derived for the ”Analytical” PWMF observer from a combination
of Eq. 1.3 and 1.4 in the spatial-frequency domain† with mathematically derived
expectation values. A more ”literal” approach is utilized for the ”Numerical” DCsHFs observer based on actual measurements of statistical parameters in the spatial
temporal domain by constructing the template in Eq. 1.5 and calculate the CDV
distributions. This is followed by a straightforward numerical SNR analysis based
on the statistical formula 1.4 for a derivation of SNRFrame , the SNR in a single
frame. This index has been calculated from information accumulated over the total
sequence of Ftot frames and should not be converted to a SNR rate [s−1 ] index by a
simple multiplication with the frame rate due to lag in the system.

∗

The DCsHFs observer was developed especially for the analogue case of an interlaced scanning
TV-system considering noise artifacts in the Hz spatial frequency (13,14) due to the technique of field
separations of each frame into odd and even rows. Comparisons with a DC-suppressing observer
proved that the HF channel is irrelevant for the digital imaging system studied.
†
All analytical formulas are gathered in Table 1 in Appendix A.
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1.3.3

System Lag, Spatial-Temporal NPS and Bias

For imaging systems recording events over time lag will be an inevitable issue. In
the case of flat-panel detectors (as discussed in this report) the effect of charge carryover between image frames (together with other temporal physical effects) results
in an averaging of signal and a reduction of image noise for any given frame in
the sequence (18,19) . The improvement of image quality in individual frames doesn’t
however equal an actual gain in the rate of information. The true SNR2 rate is instead
related to measured SNR2 in single frames by an effective frame rate (FLag ) based
on the number of statistically independent frames in the sequence, rather than the
actual number of frames (16) , estimated by means of ”Analytical” observers:
SNR2 rate
(1.6)
SNR2 frame
Analytical observers are rendered independent of lag by incorporating the 3D-NPS,
described in Appendix A, which in itself is an estimate of the spatio-temporal noise
correlation, i.e. noise dependent lag (19) .
The difference between the ”Lag” (I) and ”Direct” method (II) is evident in
the final expression of SNR2 rate :
FLag =

(I)

SNR2 rate = FLag · SNR2Stat (gm,f )

(1.7)

1
(1.8)
· SNR2Stat (gsum,m )
TF
Eq. 1.7 calculates the CDV distributions for 2 · Ftot single frames and multiplies
the squared SNR with the effective frame rate while Eq. 1.8 makes the same SNR
calculation for the 2 · m statistically independent summed sequences followed by
division with the time duration TF over F frames. The ”Lag” method (I) is based
on F times as many images, resulting in higher precision, while the Direct method
(II) has the advantage of total independence from measurements in the frequencydomain and are useful for control.
Biased estimates due to finite sampling uncertainty leads to overestimation
of SNR (13,20) . The degree of bias in ”Analytical” observers can be derived from a
statistical analysis of the expectation values. FluoroQuality follows the theory of
Gagne and Wagner (13,20) and all SNR values reported in the thesis are de-biased by
their formulas. In case of ”Numerical” observers an insufficient number of frames
will give rise to residual noise in the template, left over from the subtraction of mean
stacks, as a source of positive bias (2,14) .
(II)

SNR2 rate =

1.4

Background

An evaluation of proposed image quality assessment methods comprises comparisons
on different levels. End users in form of radiologists for most imaging modalities used
today is the reason behind the general benefits in using subjective Observers, who
already are constrained by the internal factors of human perception critical in clinical
detection tasks and who alone has the ability of assessing the whole imaging chain
including anatomical noise and the monitor. The greatest obstacle for objective
Observers to overcome is the incorporation of human attributes into the models to
achieve reasonable correlation with humans and enable assessment of more clinically
realistic images. Being expressed in objective mathematical terms though generally
gives algorithmic observers the upper hand in data interpretation and must be used
in order to calculate the complete signal transformation through the system.
8
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1.4.1

Selection of image data

Simple phantoms are used for quantitative measurements on the detector. When a
simple threshold contrast visibility test, often consisting of circular details of varying contrast, is extended by rows of decreasing diameter, the overall imaging performance of the system (noise-contrast-resolution) can be assessed and presented
by a contrast-detail curve with a threshold detection index plotted against a factor
related to the area of the detail (Fig. 1.5 (a)). The sensitivity in these studies are
often quite low with differences in curves that are hard to quantify and which might
overlap between moderate modifications of the setting (21) . This makes the method
more suitable for comparative studies while a single IQ figure related to a summation over just visible details are used in equipment parameter analyses (Fig. 1.5
(b)-(c)). Since only the physical image quality is measured with simple phantoms,
imaging parameter analyses must be correlated with clinical performance studies on
the same imaging system to be clinically relevant.
Most subjective assessment techniques put heavy restrictions on the application
of real clinical images due to a combination of special requirements (like borderline
visibility and known outcome in case of semi-objective methods), many images (required for statistical reliability) and harmful doses (4,12) . Ethical issues and laborious
measurement procedures excludes patient images for standard semi-objective statistical methods. The Visual Grading Analysis (VGA) based on ranking of normal
tissue, with less requirements on the data, acquired from medical examinations at
the hospital has been proposed for QA-procedures (22) . This method however suffers
from large variations, that stems from both patients and observers, which affects the
reproducibility and sensitivity (and reaming items listed in point 3 and 4 on p. 1).
Measurements made on human cadavers, preserved by the Thiel technique,
compared with the CDRAD phantom on a chest radiography unit has shown
promising results with a statistically significant correlation between VGA scores
and Threshold Contrast Detail Detectability figures for a variety of imaging parameters (12) . Cadaver technique therefore offers an opportunity to establish reference
calibration between clinical and physical image quality in controlled experiments on
images of higher realism than any artificial image data. Drawbacks related to the
VGA approach is lack of detectability, which reduces the clinical relevance, while
the variability of anatomy complicates comparisons between experiments.
Anthropomorphic phantoms have the potential of combining clinical realism
with reproducible results and also allows for measurements of specific organ doses.
Both the VGA and ROC technique have been tested on anthropomorphic phantoms
within a wide range of realism with a variety of clinical features incorporated into
the test-objects or digitally superimposed on hybrid images. In case of Hotelling
model observers, used for realistic images, data is either simulated altogether or
achieved from clinical/near-clinical data with only the signal computer generated.
The main consideration for an increased amount of digital processing of clinical
images are practical applicability of the assessment methods, in form of fulfilment
of threshold conditions or known statistics essential for the Observer, in the expense
of an increased gap to the original imaging system. Simulated data is therefore only
recommended for system and Observer model design.

1.4.2

Pros and cons of Subjective assessment methods

Clinical Image Quality is most commonly visually evaluated by either ROC-, AFCor VGA-analysis. Advantages of the two methods based on statistical signal theory
compared to VGA is a more clinically relevant task of detection directly connected to
other common detection techniques used in physical IQ measurements. Bias is also
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better controlled in the semi-objective approach and the exercise is less prone to be
based on aesthetic considerations. Although each of the three are labour demanding in need of extensive preparation and experienced medically trained observers,
simplicity and time-efficiency is gradually exchanged for the qualities listed in the
four subsequent points on p. 1, representing a more complete analysis, when moving
from VGA via AFC to ROC. In many situations VGA might be the only practically
viable method, e.g. for evaluation of actual patient data∗ .
Fig. 1.4 (a)-(d) show 4 different test-objects used for IQ-estimations, with
added complexity from left to right. The first two devices are some of the most
widely used TCDD-phantoms in the last decades and represents two different approaches on the ”Rose-Burger” arrangement (21,25–29) . Leeds TO.10 adhere to the
original threshold theory of pointing out the faintest details across rows of decreasing
circle diameter while the CDRAD-phantom introduces an 4-AFC test of identifying
the correct corner of the detail, starting at the forth row of cells, to enable better
statistics of the results. Fig. 1.5 (a) presents an example of a c-d experiment based
on the TO.10-test object, from a comparative study with the two phantoms (4) .
The two procedures represent the expected trade of between efficiency and
point 4 on p. 1 with a test-object reading of about 10 min for TO.10, compared
to 15 min, and somewhat more discernible c-d plots in case of CDRAD for similar imaging conditions (21) . Detailed descriptions of the phantoms have been given
elsewhere (21,29–32) , though still a few basic differences are worth pointing out. The
threshold contrasts from a TO.10 test-object (Fig. 1.5 (a)) are measured relative
to a fixed arrangement of an Image Intensifier fluoroscopy system and derived from
a reference value (31) . The method is therefore best suited for routine QA measurements of detector stability. The 26.4x26.4 cm2 squared shaped CDRAD phantom is
better adapted for flat-panel systems, with less overexposed parts of the detector,
and generates absolute quality indicies, like the inverse IQF chosen in Fig. 1.5 (c),
for dose-efficiency measurements with varying parameters. However, some authors
have complained about the bulky design of CDRAD, necessary to accommodate the
entire test-pattern, with repeated irradiations of the test-object in shifted positions
as a consequence (21) besides issues with parallax affecting the peripheral cells (29) .
Apart from the general drawbacks of large inter- and intra-observer variance
in subjective IQ estimations, the sensitivity is also further restricted in a phantom
aimed for c-d curve analysis due to physical limitations. Each of the steps along
a row of constant area in the TO.10 and CDRAD test-objects corresponds to an
approximate 40% (33) and 20-25% (29) decline in contrast respectively† . Intermediate

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.4: Illustrative radiographic images of (a) Leeds TO.10 test object (21) , (b)
CDRAD 2.0 phantom (23) (c) NEMA-SCAI central test plate (24) and (d) SAM heart
model (25) with marked simulated lesions.
∗
A detailed description of subjective clinical IQ assessments are beyond the scope of the thesis.
For ROC-, AFC- and VGA-analysis (3,4,9,10) , see the bibliography in the listed references.
†
Given at Leeds reference and RQA5 (70 kVp, 21 mm added Al filtration, HVL 7.1 mm Al)
imaging conditions respectively.
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depths of contrasting medium would have been motivated for both phantoms if one
only consider the respective statistical significance of the tests, especially in the
case of several observers. The apparent jagged graphs of IQF inverted observed in
Fig. 1.5 (c), due to an combination of low sensitivity and high variance, is even
more apparent for the IQ-index in Fig. 1.5 (b) generated from the NEMA-SCAI
detection test-pattern with an inferior spread in contrast. The manufacturers∗ have
instead prioritized the experimental efficiency by adding a line bar resolution test
to the same image used for the detection evaluation.
The NEMA-SCAI device (24,34) is a many-sided QA test tool consisting of a
stack of detachable octahedral shaped homogeneous PMMA slabs and test plates,
intended for various QC tasks. Although the device allows for investigation of more
clinically relevant features, e.g. by including a rotating test-plate for additional
control of effects from temporal averaging, lag and recursive filtering, physical IQ
is still the focus of the analysis. More realistic disturbing effects from anatomical
structures and background are needed for a relevant clinical IQ measurement, which
are features incorporated in the Synthetic Arterial Model (SAM) of a heart shown in
Fig. 1.4 (d). The phantom simulates an interventional cardiology examination and
includes critical factors like lesions and flow of blood and contrast agents which are
graded according to the VGA concept. Even more realistic details, like heartbeats,
are requested for the next generation of anthropomorphic phantoms.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.5: Graphs of (a) c-d curves from TO.10 with various entrance doses (21) ,
(b) total nr. of holes observed in NEMA-SCAI for varying PMMA thickness (24)
(c) IQF inverted from CDRAD for varying entrance dose and PMMA thickness (21) .
∗

Developed in a collaboration between National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
and Society for Cardiac Angiography and Interventions (SCA&I).
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1.4.3

Pros and cons of Objective assessment methods

Since subjective observers are needed at least at some stage in the assessment process, the role of objective observers may be questioned. There are still two areas
where algorithmic observers have the potential to outperform humans in almost every aspect; routine QA constancy checks and as part of parameter analysis of the
imaging system. The first task is in any case more related to physical IQ measurements of the detector where Ideal model observers provide the most complete
assessment. Regarding the second task of parameter evaluations a step of calibration between the more precise and sensitive simple phantom analysis and a visual
evaluation seems necessary given the limitations in the latter approach∗ . Since a
step of correlation is needed anyway clinical IQ might instead be calibrated with
physical IQ based on Model observers.
A shift to objective observers is not free from complications. First, a correlation
with human detection abilities in a clinical situation must be established for each
imaging parameter. This however applies to comparisons between subjective physical
and clinical IQ measurements as well.
Secondly, there are practical issues in obtaining a huge set of images, for sufficient statistical certainty, and to get hold of the unprocessed raw data needed for
conventional Fourier based metrics. The first requirement is met in modalities based
on a rapid acquisition of image frames, like fluoroscopy, while the second are handled
by the proposed method by constructing the observers from image data.
Finally, the time aspect is a crucial factor in a comparison between subjective
and objective parameter studies on simple phantoms, and even more so for a QA
program that contains several elements. It’s one of the main reason behind the
exclusion of the conventional intricate laboratory based measurements of physical
parameters (8) , like MTF, NPS, DQE and SNR. The method proposed here provides a solution in form of a simple method. It is however still an open question if
any objective methodology eventually will be able to compete with common visual
threshold analyses in routine QC used today.
In parameter studies on the other hand, contrary to QA, readings are repeated
5-10 times for each of at least 3 medical physicists with laboratory work easily
adding up to total time periods in the order of 1 hour per parameter in case of
accurate CDRAD procedures with the monitor calibrated and the vision accustomed
to laboratory lightening. Ideally, readings are also separated in time. Percentage
inter and intra variation in mean values fluctuates around 4-7%† in these experiments
with huge variations between observers (20 %) occasionally occurring.

1.5

The aim of the thesis

Model observers outperforms human observers in simple phantom assessments of
the X-ray equipment’s technical variables, with the proposed method applied on
∗
Neither ROC, AFC or VGA are feasible for extensive series of sensitive clinical IQ studies
with observation times for a single parameter in the order of one hour for just acceptable statistical
certainty. In a 4-AFC and 16-AFC fluoroscopy experiment each parameter required 130 and 25
measurements respectively (equally time demanding) to obtain a fractional STD of 0.23 for a single
observer (14) . This is still more time-efficient than a thorough ROC analysis. A single experiment
(parameter) based on grading of visibility (VGA) is usually considered to require scores of around
15 IQ criteria in each data set (image/images), about 5-15 min/data set, 5-10 experienced observers
and 10-15 data set/observer for fractional inter-observer STD fluctuating around 10%.
†
Results are mostly based on radiography, with slightly higher variations for fluoroscopy. The
fractional variation of the ”Numerical” observer between repeated single measurements are about
5-7% for SNR2 rate /PKA,rate and 3-4% for SNRrate, which more closely relates to common IQfigures.
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fluoroscopy units, and has a potential to fill a role in routine QA-measurements as
well. The introduction of digital detectors has made digital data more accessible
for computational based image evaluation with complications for image analysis
arising as a side effect in the more complex detectors. Automatic post-processing in
order to optimize perception of the displayed images frequently involves non-linear
corrections which are hard to predict and only known in detail by the vendors. This
motivates a thorough study of the discussed Model observer that is directly applied
on image data and therefore less constrained by non-linear raw-data manipulations.
Overall aims for the projects includes efficient measuring procedures so simple
that staff who usually lack advanced computer skills should be able to analyse images
from experiments with the default image enhancement techniques turned on. In the
thesis the original FluoroQuality software has been converted to MATLAB code
which in turn has been analyzed on three different levels, summed up in four points:
• Encoding FluoroQuality in MATLAB
• Assessment of FluoroQuality’s evaluation, of processed images from a modern
digital system, from predictions based on the classical Rose model (Eq. 1.1):
– Frames in a set, detector dose, M2 (Eq. 1.2), detail-area, -contrast
• Studies of FluoroQuality’s limiting and optimized imaging conditions:
– Frames in a set and in a sequence (F), ROI- and contrast-detail size, SOD
• Dose-efficiency measurements:
– Constancy checks
– Equipment parameter analysis: SOD, Dose-setting, Field size, PMMA
The first level of examination (second point) concerns how well the linear operation of the ”Numerical” observer, with less required hardware conditions (last point
of the statistical conditions listed on p. 5, verified in Appendix B), holds in practice when measured under normal default clinical settings. This is accomplished by
comparing the measured variation of SNR2 rate over 5 different parameters with the
linear expectations according to the classical Rose theory. Sufficiently approximated
ideal measuring conditions have been assumed.
Three software- and two experimental-parameters where varied in order to
investigate the limiting imaging conditions for the software to function properly
(concerning adequate sampling statistics, signal and bias) as well as the optimal
measuring conditions (with regard to the balance between precision of SNR2 rate and
efficiency in the method). Information derived from the study could ultimately be
used for future measuring setups and routines.
Finally, laboratory measurements with Dose-to-information (DI) conversion
efficiency detection indices chosen as the Figure Of Merit (FOM) were conducted in
order to study the merits of the method in practice. DI-factors relates image quality
to dose (in this report SNR2 rate /Drate or more concisely DIX ) in order to normalize
the results for a fluctuating x-ray exposure rate.
Laboratory based measurements consisted of two parts; dose-efficiency experiments with altered imaging conditions and repeated measurements on the imaging
system under equal imaging conditions to study the constancy in x-ray exposure and
observed precision of the method. Objections in the first set of experiments where
a general understanding of the specific customization of the Automatic-Dose-RateControl (ADRC) system and how to best optimise the experimental setup, with
respect to the four listed parameters above.
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Materials and methods
2.1

Specifications of laboratory equipment

All experiments reported in the study where conducted on a Siemens Axiom Artis Zee MP (Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Germany); a modern diagnostic fluoroscopy unit customized for real-time oesophagus contrast-medium imaging
equipped with a dynamic flat-panel detector with a pixel spacing of 308 µm. It was
compared with another unit of the same model and a GEHC 6010 Innova IGS 520
system (GE Healthcare, Chicago, USA), for the purpose of method validation.
Air Kerma-area product (KAP) was measured with a transmission ionisation
chamber built into the collimator assembly in form of a Diamentor KAP-meter
(PTW, Freiburg, Germany). Since a KAP-meter provides an indirect estimation of
the absorbed dose, by integrating the air Kerma rate over the beam at the collimator
housing, a small T20 solid state detector was used for direct measurements of the
entrance surface air Kerma rate (ESAK-rate without backscatter). It was coupled to
a Piranha multipurpose detector (RTI Electronics, Mölndal, Sweden) and connected
via Bluetooth to a 8” tablet (ACER) equipped with the Ocean software. Readings
from both dose-rate instruments are traceable to the Swedish secondary standards
laboratory (Swedish Radiation Safety Authority, Stockholm).
Interaction in a patient was simulated by a phantom consisting of a stack of
homogeneous slabs of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), each with dimensions of
30 x 30 cm2 surface area and 10 mm thickness. The x-ray beam was further attenuated by a 2 mm thick copper filter (99.9% Cu, Cambridge Ltd, Huntingdon, UK)
in the experiments with less demands for realistic patient scatter (i.e. ”Setup 1”).
Two sets of separate non-attached test-details (henceforth test-details) and
a Leeds threshold contrast test object (TO10, Leeds, England) were used as contrasting signals. Both sets of test-details were cut-of pieces of different materials in
cylindrical shape. The first group consisted of Al and the second of tissue equivalent
plugs used in the Atom dosimetry phantoms (Model 701/Adult male, CIRS, Norfolk, USA). Information of their physical properties are gathered in Table 2.2-2.4.
In case of the Leeds phantom, contrasting details are not detachable and data of its
material composition is not published or available. Photographies of the test objects
are shown in Fig. 2.2 (a) and (b).

2.2

Experimental setup

A sketch of the major components and dimensions of interest is given in Fig. 2.1. All
irradiation measurements were based on two experimental setups; one fixed, shown
in Fig. 2.1 (a) (”Setup 1”) together with the Leeds phantom, and another, more
clinically relevant and used for patient simulations with altered imaging conditions
14
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(”Setup 2”), given in Fig. 2.1 (b) illustrated with the test-details. Both arrangements had the x-ray tube placed under the couch. In setup 2 the copper plate was
removed for a correct ESAK-rate measurement with the T20 detector placed above
the couch. Important geometric factors, software settings and image acquisition
modes for the two setups are summarized in Table 2.1 and referred to as ”reference
conditions”. Software parameters and imaging conditions are given for a reference
starting position when used in the outset of a software analysis or SNR2 rate /doseefficiency experiment with varying image parameters.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.1: Sketches and photographies of the two experimental setups. Sketch of
(a) ”Setup 1” and (b) ”Setup 2”. Photograph of (c) ”Setup 1” and (d) ”Setup 2”.
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Table 2.1: Reference imaging conditions in two setups.

In Table 2.1 ”SDD” (Source-detector-Distance) and ”SOD” (Source-ObjectDistance) refer to distances from the x-ray tube focal spot to points located along
the central beam axis at the image receptor and imaged objects, respectively. FOV is
expressed as the diameter of the beam area at the detector entrance plane, outlined
in Fig. 2.3 (c)-(d) and shaped by means of a 20x20 cm2 collimation. The anti-scatter
grid was in place but the mattress removed.
The unit operated in pulsed fluoroscopic mode with a frame-rate of 15 pps
(pulses per second). The Oesophagus-Barium examination protocol was utilized
with image data acquired directly from the console without any default postprocessing turned off. Throughout all experiments the x-ray exposure rate was
automatically controlled by means of the ADRC (Automatic Dose Rate Control)
system enabled during clinical mode (as opposed to service mode) with the right
rectangular ADRC-chamber chosen. The ”Medium” dose rate setting was selected
as the standard from three available modes, altering the added X-ray tube filtration
(mm Cu), tube current (mA) and pulse length.
SNR2 rate consistently refers to the ”Lag”-based ”Numerical” DCsHFs observer,
if not stated otherwise, that analyses stacks of 1024 frames grouped into 32 sequences
of 32 frames each. It reads data from sub-images of sizes 642 pixels corresponding
to an approximate area of 22 cm2 at the detector entrance plane.

2.2.1

Test objects

The measurement procedure followed the theory with the exception of minor discrepancies. (i) In the first step a sequence of consecutive image frames was accumulated

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Positioning of (a) The Leeds test object and (b) loose details.
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Table 2.2: Physical properties (35) of ”test-details”.

with the signal present and then saved to the console. (ii) This was followed by a
repeated measurement under equal imaging conditions and time of exposure, with
the signal removed. The two acquired dynamic data sets where then exported to
PACS and transferred to a computer with MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, USA).
In step (i) test objects were placed directly on the PMMA phantom and manually positioned using laser and graph paper, as shown in Fig. 2.2, for more precise
reproducibility. The Leeds phantom was oriented in the same way and the test details had their fixed positions in the rectangular pattern. Step (ii) departed from
the conventional scheme by simply removing test objects. (i) Irradiating the test
details attached inside a plate of the same material as the phantom (ii) replaced
with a similar homogeneous plate without the details would have been in closer conformance with the theory. The method used in the thesis however was proved to
be rigorous enough from comparisons with SNR2 rate measurements on aluminium
discs, of matched dimensions, embedded in and replaced by a homogeneous PMMA
plate in accordance with theory.
With less restrictions imposed from the phantom a wider range of plugs of
different dimensions and materials, with varying attenuation and scatter properties,
could be tested before a configuration which provides a wide range of contrast,
shown in Fig. 2.2 (b), became standardized. Physical properties of the test-details
are gathered in Table 2.2. Table 2.3 contains the linear attenuation coefficient,
contrast and SNR2 rate for different thickness of low density lung equivalent material
(referred to as ”Low” followed by a number representing the thickness in mm, as an
convention used for all test-details). Corresponding values for soft tissue (”Soft”),
bone tissue (”Bone”) and Aluminium (”Al”) are gathered in Table 2.4. The contrast
referred to is a rough estimate of the ”subject contrast” 1−e−µt for a mean photon
energy of 40 keV (81 kV tube Voltage) and test-detail thickness t.
Table 2.3: Linear attenuation coefficient (35) , contrast and SNR2 rate for varying thickness of low density lung tissue.

Table 2.4: Linear attenuation coefficient (35,36) , contrast and SNR2 rate for varying
thickness of soft-, bone tissue and Aluminium.
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2.3

Laboratory experiments

Reference imaging conditions and software settings listed in Table 2.1 have been
used for all experiments described in section 2.3. 15 test-details from Table 2.32.4 (Bone 5 and 10mm excluded) where picked out for 4 different dose-efficiency
experiments (section 2.3.1) in a ”Setup 2” arrangement. An identical experimental
setup was utilized for the constancy study (section 2.3.2) with test-details while the
corresponding Leeds test-object experiment was based on a ”Setup 1” configuration.

2.3.1

Dose-efficiency measurements

With Dose-to-information (DI) conversion factors in form of SNR2 rate /PKA,rate and
SNR2 rate /Krate , where PKA,rate and Krate stands for rates of KAP and ESAK, 4
different imaging parameters where in turn altered relative to reference conditions:
• Source-Object-Distance (Fig. 3.1)
• Phantom PMMA thickness (Fig. 3.4)
• Field size (Fig. 3.3)
• Dose rate setting (Fig. 3.2)
DI-values were determined at each combination of parameters by following the two
steps of (i) signal and (ii) backround measurements outlined in section 2.2.1. The
first three listed series of measurements proceeded in form of pairs of consecutive
signal/background image acquisitions, i.e. (ii) followed directly on (i) before moving
on to the next parameter value. The doserate dependence experiment was instead
carried out by means of three consecutive signal measurements over the dose rate
settings (”Low”, ”Medium”,”High”) before proceeding to the corresponding series
of background measurements. Implications of this is discussed in section 4.3.
The investigation of dose-efficiency effects related to the Source-ObjectDistance geometry was based on measurements at increased table heights from an
initial 49 cm to the reference position closest to the detector, in 6 steps, while maintaining the Source-Detector-Distance fixed at 110 cm (Fig. 2.1). SOD was in turn
derived from the table position by adding the phantom thickness and the 1 cm
space provided for the√T20 ESAKrate detector. The uncertainty in SOD and SDD
was estimated to ±1/ 3 cm, due to detector position increments of 1 cm.
The patient simulation study, with measurements starting at the maximum
phantom thickness of 30 cm and repeated for removed PMMA-plates on a fixed table
down to 14cm, were conducted in order to examen the impact on detail detectability
and absorbed dose from both small and large variation in radiation attenuation and
scatter. The geometry differed from reference dimensions in this experiment in form
of a fixed SDD of 120 cm, due to the limited space between table and detector.
Assessment of DI-conversion efficiencies for various collimation dimensions,
shaping the beam without altering the magnification, involves measurements of
clearly defined field sizes. Field alignment was based on markers placed along lines
on the graph paper on top of the PMMA-phantom. This surface at the SOD distance was accordingly a plane with known physical coordinates, necessary given the
continuous adjustment of collimation without dimensions indicated on the screen.
The actual field used in the DI-efficiency analysis was however better defined by
means of the Imager Pixel Spacing DICOM standard, the pixel spacing (308 µm) at
the front plane of the detector housing, i.e. the field projected on the image receptor.
An FOV diagonal of 41.6 cm was obtained by measuring the physical dimensions of
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the area limited by the red marked boarder in Fig. 2.3 (c)-(d) (marking the transition of pixel-information) by means of the ImagerPixelSize method, close to the
vendor specified 42 cm. The uncertainty in agreement between the actual field and
the border of pixel information is estimated to ±0.5 cm in both x and y directions.
The dose rate efficiency measurement was conducted to investigate the tradeoff between absorbed doses and image quality in a more straightforward manner. A
±2.3% relative uncertainty in Krate was given in the calibration protocol. The relative uncertainty in the KAPrate was estimated to ±4% from the spread in readings
acquired from ”Setup 2” measurements over the course of the project and ±2% in
repeated ”Leeds” measurements from the less varied ”Setup 1” experiments. Energy dependence of the KAP-meter, used in the refernce lab, has been shown in a
recent study. (37) However, minor effects on the uncertainty, for energies used in the
measurements, have been neglected.
The reference fluoroscopy unit automatically saves the last 1024 frames to the
console which also was the number of frames most frequently used in an analysis.
This corresponds to a time sequence of 60 sec that was extended by another 20 sec
to let the ADRC system, based on image data of x-ray fluence from initial frames,
stabilize. The uncertainty in any time measurement was estimated to 1 sec.

2.3.2

Precision in constancy testing

Two continuous experiments with the objectives of investigating constancy in x-ray
exposure and variation in SNR2 rate /PKA,rate (DIKA ) estimates were carried out in
two series of repeated measurements over a time period of about a half year:
• Test-details in ”Setup 2” (Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.5)
• Leeds test-object in ”Setup 1” (Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.6)
The study resulted in the observed variation of DIKA between experiments presented
as fractions relative to the measured mean values DIobserved
of SNR2 rate /PKA,rate over
KA
the total number of experiments:
observed
σrel.
(DIKA ) = σ observed (DIKA )/DIobserved
KA

(2.1)

The actually observed variation in SNR measurements based on Eq. 2.1 were compared with the calculated estimations of uncertainty (section 2.5).

2.4

Computational analysis

Encoding Model observers from scratch enabled the examination of computational
parameters like ROI size (Fig. 2.3) and size of a sequence F (Fig. 1.3), seemingly
remnants from older analogue systems (section 1.3). A detailed explanation and
derivation of all SNR calculations used can be obtained from the ICRU 54 (4) and
STUK-A 196 (13) reports. Comparisons with output values of the original software,
from different steps of the computation, are gathered in Appendix A. Only the
uncertainty of the noise Lag factor, LLag , had to be derived on it’s own (Appendix
C). An important factor considering error propagation to the ”Numerical” SNR2 rate .
The second part of the ”Results” chapter focuses on computational analyses
and is divided into two sections; optimization (section 3.4), primarily with regards
to precision and efficiency in the method, and comparisons with expectations from
the Rose model (section 3.5) aiming at evaluation of the method on a modern digital system. Test-details (Table 2.3-2.4) were used in all experiments covered in
section 2.4, where Al 3mm has been prioritized, under standard imaging conditions
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(Table 2.1) shifting between the two setups (1 and 2) specified where results are
presented. Results are almost entirely presented for the reference ”Lag”-based ”Numerical” DCsHFs observer for sake of clarity, with the Ideal ”Analytical” PWMF
and ”Direct”-based” observer restricted to comments. Different SNR indices are
though used to highlight specific objectives.

2.4.1

Optimization studies

Three software parameters and two experimental dimension factors were singled out
for additional optimization analysis:
• Frames (total number in a set): Fig. 3.7 (a) and Fig. 3.8 (a).
• F (size of a sequence): Fig. 3.7 (b)
• ROI size (number of pixels in a sub-image): Fig. 3.7 (e)
• Test-detail thickness/contrast (Fig. 3.7 (c))
• Source-Object-Distance (Fig. 3.7 (d))
The fractional STD of SNR2 rate in terms of σstat , the uncertainty in the statistical
analysis calculated in the software,
was plotted against Ftot to study the effect
√
on precision and against 1/ frames to investigate the expected linearity, added to
the Model observer evaluation analysis. Included was also an comparison between
results generated from the original FluoroQuality software and the MATLAB based
version, considering a ”Numerical” SNR2 rate STD derived without instructions.
Dependence of the relative σstat on two additional software settings, sequence
size F examined for two different sets of frames (1024 or 3072) and increased ROI
size from 322 to 2562 pixels shown in Fig. 2.3, were also studied. In addition to
precision, bias control and practical aspects were objectives in the software analyses.
The four ROI sizes in Fig. 2.3 e.g. corresponds to areas of 0.8, 3.2, 13 and 51 cm2 at
the contrasting details (”Setup 2”), significant for test-object design and sensitivity
in comparisons between measurements based on different ROI-sizes.

Figure 2.3: (a) Contrast enhanced mean image over a sequence of 1024 signal frames
from MATLAB with the imaged set of test-details, shown in Fig. 2.2 (b), and a set of
increasing ROI:s. (b) Corresponding ROI:s in a mean background image. Included
is also the red marked field size border. (c) Zoomed in right corner.
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In the contrast precision study fractional STD of SNR2 rate , from observation
(Eq. 2.1) and calculation (Eq. 2.2), were listed over the test-objects intrinsic contrast
for both the ”Numerical” and ”Analytical” observer in order to investigate the range
between limiting and optimal signal strengths and comparisons between the two
observers different ways of operating.

Three different sources of uncertainty in SNR2 rate ; σstat , σ (Dr ) and σ M2 ,
explained in section 2.5, were plotted as functions of the SOD in Fig. 3.7 (d) in
order to study their fractional variation with the an altered experimental setup.

2.4.2

Model observer evaluation on a digital system

Four physical factors included in the classical SNR expression according to the quantum limited Rose model (Eq. 1.1) were separated for analysis:
• Test-detail thickness/contrast (Fig. 3.8 (e)-(f))
• Test-detail (object) area (Fig. 3.8 (d))
• Magnification squared (Fig. 3.8 (c))
• Dose rate (Fig. 3.8 (b))
where a linear relation is expected in each study under ideal conditions. Additional
observers were included for comparisons in order to investigate the 3D-NPS operation of noise whitening, in particular, and how well the imaging system approximate
conditions necessary for the different statistical analyses (Appendix B).
The contrast linearity test placed high demands on accuracy and was analysed
(14) ,
with respect to detail thickness, a valid approximation for stronger contrasts
√
since
the x-ray field quality was never reliably estimated. In this study DIX =
q

SNR2 rate /PKA,rate was used for a more straightforward interpretation, given a
linear relation between SNR and thickness. The uncertainty in each of the testobjects dimensions was put to 0.1 mm.
The linearity study with a varied object area was conducted on a separate set
of 4 non-attached cylindrical shaped Aluminium plugs, with a thickness of 3 mm and
increasing diameters of 1, 3, 4 and 5 mm respectively, only used in this experiment.
This study also differed from reference conditions in form of a 32 cm diagonal FOV.
Measurements from the Dose rate and Source-Object-Distance dose-efficiency
experiments were picked out for more detailed linearity analyses. The effects on
SNR2 rate from a linear increase in added dose delivered by the ADRC system when
the couch is lowered and the object magnified (Eq. 1.2) are cancelled by normalizing SNR2 rate with the relative change in dose, according to the linear dose
component of SNR2 rate in Eq. 1.1. This correction was done in the SOD analysis.

2.5

Theoretically estimated uncertainties

Calculation of uncertainty in SNR2 rate involves three different sources; statistical
uncertainty σstat of the Observer due to a limited sample, uncertainty in the dose
measurement σDose due to fluctuation in the output exposure and inaccuracies in the
experimental setup in form of shifted table positions between experiments resulting
in variation in the (squared) magnification σMag of the projected test-detail. The
calculated uncertainty in a SNR2 rate measurement is estimated by:
 q 2
2
σ SNR2 rate = σstat
+ (Bdose · σ (Dr ))2 + Bmag · σ M2
+ ...

(2.2)
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Bdose = Slope of linear dose rate dependence.
σ (Dr ) = Uncertainty in the the doserate Dr , e.g. KAP rate (PKA,rate ).
Bmag =
 Slope of linear magnification squared dependence.
σ M2 = Uncertainty in the magnification squared.
σ (x) indicates common propagation of uncertainties estimated in the previous sections. B values are slopes of the lines based on the squared SNRRose expression in
Eq. 1.1 and is approximated for parameter P by:
BP = SNR2 rate /P

(2.3)

The linear Rose relationship has been confirmed by fitting data from measurements
of SNR2 rate where P has varied, following the method of linear regression through
the origin. Fig. 3.8 compares theoretical SNR values generated from BP with
fitted data. Eq. 2.2 contains three quadratic terms relevant in all measurements.
When the variability of SNR2 rate is studied as a function of any other parameter the
equivalent error from this variable is added to the summation of terms. For factors
not included in the Rose relation, like FOV, B has to be estimated from fitted data.
Uncertainties in the final detection indices SNR2 rate /PKA,rate (DIKA ) and
2
SNR rate /Krate (DIK ) are estimated by means of the same B values as above:
σ (DIX ) =

1
Dr

q
2
2
σstat
+ Bmag · σ M2

(2.4)
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Results
3.1

Dose-efficiency measurements

Results from the four dose-efficiency measurements with varying SNR2 rate , KAP and
ESAK rates (PKA,rate and Krate ) and Dose-to-information (DI) conversion efficiency
factors (SNR2 rate /PKA,rate and SNR2 rate /Krate ), as a function of altered imaging
conditions, are presented in Fig. 3.1 to 3.4. The aim has been to gather measured
exposure parameters, image quality indices and doserates in one place and avoid

Figure 3.1: Image system characteristics for 8 different SOD geometries with decreasing mA (79, 70, 69, 66, 63, 62, 60, 60) and image magnification (x-axis on top
of graph), constant ms (3.5, 3.4 at SOD = 70 cm), kV (81), mmCu filtration (0.3)
and focal spot (0.6) and renaming imaging conditions in ”Setup 2” unchanged for
an increasing SOD from 70 to 100 cm.
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Figure 3.2: Image system characteristics for 3 different dose rate modes with decreasing mmCu filtration (0.9, 0.3, 0.2) and ms (3.8, 3.5, 3.4), constant kV (81)
and focal spot (0.6) and varying mA (94.3, 60.5, 79) from ”Low” to ”High” with
remaining imaging conditions in ”Setup 2” unchanged.

Figure 3.3: Image system characteristics for 3 different field sizes with constant kV
(81), mmCu filtration (0.3), ms (3.4, 3.5, 3.5) and focal spot (0.6) and a decreasing
mA (83, 68, 54) for an increasing FS area from 139 to 864 cm2 with renaming
imaging conditions in ”Setup 2” unchanged.
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Figure 3.4: Image system characteristics for 10 different phantom thicknesses with
increasing mA (20, 41, 83, 95, 97, 97, 97, 98, 101, 123), image magnification and
ms (3.5, 3.5, 3.4, 5.5, 7.8, 9.5, 11.6, 13.7, 16.3, 16.3) from 14 to 30 cm PMMA
with renaming imaging conditions in ”Setup 2” unchanged, except for SDD (120 cm
instead of 110 cm), including kV (81), mmCu filtration (0.3) and focal spot (0.6).
dividing the data into different plots and tables. This approach requires more attention from the reader but provides better overview of relations between different
parameters. Reference geometric arrangement and fluoroscopic technique factors
used in the outset measurement in each of the four experiments are listed under
”Setup 2” in Table 2.1 with the only exception of a Source-Detector-Distance of
120 cm in the PMMA study (Fig. 3.4). The set of software parameters used to
acquire the data, including the recommended ”Numerical” DCsHFs observer, are to
be found in the same Table 2.1.
One important finding was the close similarity between curves of SNR2 rate (and
resulting DI-curves) generated from all test-details with contrast higher than that of
Low 3mm listed in Table 2.3 and 2.4. The high compliance in the relative variability
of measures made the choice of which contrast to present less important and details
were picked out by reasons of the most practical way of displaying the data with
two axes.
The reader should pay attention to differences in order of magnitudes between
the two axes and the image magnification squared axis, a geometrical factor SNR2 rate
increases linearly in relation to, added on top of two of the figures. The plots consist
of both simple linear and more complex relations indicated by fitted curves, not
based on theoretically derived models, that connect the data points with the single
purpose of making the data more discernible.
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The results are consistent with experiences from common fluoroscopy practices
at hospitals and expected from the specific way the Automatic Dose Rate Control
program installed on the unit has been customized. The system was recognized to
adjust only two of five acquisition parameters listed in the figure texts; tube current
(mA) and pulse length (ms), as a response to altered image conditions for a fixed
pre copper-filtration (mmCu), controlled by the dose rate operating mode presented
in Fig. 3.2, and not compensated by tube potential (kV) or focus size modifications.
The uncertainty in SNR2 rate is mostly based on the statistical calculation σstat ,
with relative values around 8% for the ”Numerical” and 2% for the ”Analytical”
observer. The greatest and most unexpected changes in relative σstat were found in
the dose-setting study (Fig. 3.2) where it dropped down below 6% for the ”Low”
and ”High” dose modes in case of the ”Numerical” observer.
Other sources of uncertainty introduced in the laboratory equipment con-
tributes to about 10% of σ SNR2 rate in case of the reference observer. σ SNR2 rate
vary to a small degree with the Source-Object-Distance according to Fig. 3.7 (d) but
is an even less sensitive function of PMMA thickness and Field Size (with changes
within one percent). Final uncertainty estimates of SNR2 rate and DIX are in the
order of 9% and 8%, respectively.

3.2

QC constancy measurements

The observed precision of the ”Numerical” DCsHFs observer, in form of relative
standard deviations of three different SNR indices estimated from the measured
variation (Eq. 2.1) over 5 consecutive experiments with the detached test-details in
a ”Setup 2” arrangement are gathered in Table p
3.1 and illustrated graphically for
the Al 4 mm test-detail in Fig. 3.5. SNRrate = SNR2 rate values are included for
comparisons with common detection indices found in the literature.
These measured values can be
 compared with the corresponding calculated
estimations of relative σ SNR2 rate (9%) and σ (DIKAP ) (8%) (Eq. 2.2 and 2.4) for
the ”Numerical”
observer. Fig. 3.7 (c) compares calculated and measured fractional

2
σ SNR rate , based on the experiment in Table 3.1, for both the ”Numerical” and
”Analytical” observer in a single graph as a function of contrast.
Table 3.2 contains the corresponding observed fractional STD of SNR-indices
with the Leeds phantom in a ”Setup 1” arrangement, based on the variation over a
total amount of 14 experiments for each of the 9 details located in the outer row of
maximum area, listed after decreasing contrast. Figure 3.6 visualizes the fluctuation
of DI-factors for detail nr. 3 and 9, representing the highest and lowest precision in
the Leeds phantom set. Calculated STD are in the same order as for the test-details.
Three measurements in the serie; 5, 9 and 13, show strong influence from added
bias with DI-values extending above the margin in case of detail nr. 9 of lesser
contrast. These measurements however departed from the normal experimental
procedure, as described in section 4.3, and were further analysed and consequently
excluded from the constancy study.
Table 3.1: Observed precision of ”Numerical” SNR measurements on 10 detached
test-details over a time period of about a half year in form of relative STD.
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Figure 3.5: Continuous KAP-rate and SNR measurements on a 4 mm Al plug over
a period of about a half year (”Setup 2”) plotted for the ”Numerical” observer.

Figure 3.6: Continuous measurements of SNR2 rate /PKA,rate on the Leeds phantom
(”Setup 1”) over a period of about a half year. Two test-details representing the
highest (”medium-”) and lowest (”low contrast”) precision are plotted for the ”Numerical” observer. ”Biased measurements” are indicated with brackets on the x-axis.

Table 3.2: Observed precision of SNR measurements on 9 Leeds phantom contrastdetails over a time period of about a half year in form of relative STD.
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3.3

Optimization of precision and procedures

5 precision studies, of practical and theoretical implications, are gathered in Fig. 3.7.
Emphasis has been put on varying components of the calculated STD of SNR2 rate
(Eq. 2.2) depending on it’s adequacy for the study. The three software parameters
in Fig. 3.7 (a), (b) and (e) are analysed solely in terms of the finite sampling
uncertainty σstat while (c) and (d) are based on the STD of SNR2 rate .
Of the examined parameters the number of frames was demonstrated to be
the most effective tool for optimizing the precision, as seen from the decreasing
power function in Fig. 3.7 (a). Acceptable results are reached around 1000 frames
approaching 4% when more than 3000 frames are included. 1000-1200 frames are
also the requirement for keeping residual random noise to an acceptable level (13) .
An efficiency evaluation of the procedure though must also take into account time
losses from additional measurements and data transfer, with losses doubled for each
frame considering pairs of signal and background measurements. An 2 GB image
sequence transfer of a full fluorostore set of 1024 frames from the console to the
PACS system took about 10 minutes in the reference laboratory and was in some
occasions necessary to perform in the middle of an experimental session to free data.
A more complicated relationship is evidenced in Fig. 3.7 (b) where the relative σstat is plotted against the length of a sequence F, described in section 1.3.1
and illustrated in Fig. 1.3, while holding the total number of frames in a signal/background stack constant, presented for two different stack sizes and testdetails. An optimal balance is demonstrated to be reached around 32-64 frames
which again also corresponds to an optimal balance with regards to bias and lag,
which are underestimated for too large or too small F. When the two components
of SNR2 rate in Eq. 1.7 are investigated separately plots of the relative uncertainty
in lag and SNR2 , not presented in the report, demonstrates increasing and falling
curves respectively as functions of F resulting in the observed minimum in Fig. 3.7 (b).
The parameter settings in FluoroQuality with regards to F turned out to be good
guidelines to aim for, independent of the total number of frames.
In the last software parameter analysis, ROI size shown in Fig. 3.7 (e), the
precision as a function of the the sub-image extension turned out to stabilize at relatively small dimensions of 642 pixels where spatial limitations in the experimental
setup start to become the crucial constraints in practical applications. Although
3 percentage points (pp) are saved by extending the size from 322 to 1282 pixels,
Fig. 2.3 illustrates the practical implications of enlarging the corresponding sub-area
projection at the phantom from about 1 cm2 to 13 cm2 in a ”Setup 2” arrangement.
Therefore 642 pixels are recommended over smaller sizes with a less significant decrease of relative STD by only another pp in the expansion to 1282 pixels.
Fig. 3.7 (c) compares
and
 the relative calculated estimations of ”Numerical”
2
observed
”Analytical” σ SNR rate with the corresponding observed relative σrel.
, referred to in section 3.2, over a range of contrast. The analysis as a whole points
to a preference for stronger contrasts over weaker and more precise results for the
Fourier based ”Analytical” observer, primarily due to a considerable superior σstat
in the order of 2% compared to 8%. ”Numerical” and ”Analytical” σstat are derived
by entirely different methods where over- and underestimations, respectively, might
be an issue.
The slowly decreasing components of σ(SNR2 rate ) vs SOD in Fig. 3.7 (d)
were referred to in section 3.1. The decrease in relative ”experimental” σMag with
increased SOD is explained by means of the standard formula for propagation of
uncertainties and relative σstat presumably by less blur in more ideal measuring
conditions. Effects on the precision though are small and Fig. 3.7 (d) indicates that
ideal geometries does not significantly improve the precision of the measurement.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.7: The change in relative standard deviation of SNR2 rate as a function of
(a) the total number of frames included in a measurement set, (b) the number of
frames in a sequence (F), (c) contrast of the test-detail given on top of the graph,
(d) SOD geometry with resulting magnification of image squared and (e) the size
of the quadratic ROI in terms of pixels; for the 3 mm thick aluminium test-detail.
(a) compares results generated from the original ”FluoroQuality” software with the
”MatLab” based version, (b) adds the observed spread in 6 experiments (section 3.2)
and (c) includes the ”Analytical” PWMF observer besides the ”Numerical” DCsHFs
reference observer used in (a)-(e). ”Setup 2” has been utilized for all measurements.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.8: The linear relationship of (a) the relative standard deviation of SNR2 rate
as a function of the inverse square root of the total number of frames included in a
measurement and (b)-(f) the SNR2 rate or SNR as a function of 4 different physical
factors. The method of non weighted linear regression through the origin has been
used for the fitted data while the theoretical line is based on the Rose model. The
data in (a) is from the same measurement as Fig. 3.7 (a). The 3 mm Al plug and
the DCsHZs observer has been used in all experiments with the exception of another
set of Al test-details in (d) and two different observers in (f) for comparison. ”Setup
2” has been utilized in measurements (a)-(c) and ”Setup 1” in (d)-(f).
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3.4

Compliance with theory

Typical Observer performance are summarized in Fig. 3.8 and evaluated against
theoretically expected relations. The collection of plots begins with an investigation
based on a statistical relationship between the number of frames and the precision
of the measurement. Fig. 3.8 (a) shows a linear behaviour of the data derived from
the measurement in Fig. 3.7 (a) when plotted against the inverse of the square root
of number of frames, consistent with theory. The figure also proves close agreement between results generated from the original FluoroQuality software and the
MATLAB based version for sufficiently large stacks of frames used in practice.
The following 5 sub-figures assess the method in light of the classical Rose
model (Eq. 1.1) given approximated ideal conditions. Theoretical lines are derived
from the B-values in Eq. 2.3, used for equivalent uncertainties, which are compared
with fitted data by means of non weighted linear regression through the origin. The
first two studies utilized data from the dose-efficiency experiments while the more
sensitive dimension analyses were based on separate experiments.
The small deviation from the quantum limited classical model in Fig. 3.8(b) is
expected given a measured KAPrate at the x-ray tube instead of the upper phantom
surface at the test-details, in accordance with theory. The result confirms the appropriate use of Eq. 2.3 in approximating the slope B in propagation of the uncertainty
in KAPrate , despite the non ideal dose measurement.
The impact on measured SNR2 rate from the projected object area, i.e. image
size, magnified by means of either altered Source-Object-Distance geometry or by
increasing the object area in a fixed experimental setup, are shown in Fig. 3.8 (c)-(d).
Despite the same y-axis margins and test-detail thickness, these experiments are not
directly comparable due to different experimental setups and effective area examined.
By themselves though, each experiment demonstrates high compliance with the
linear relationships predicted by the Rose model. Measurements in Fig. 3.8 (c)
has been normalized by KAPrate , as described in section 2.4.2, to cancel out the
influence on SNR2 rate from added dose-rate caused by the ADRC mechanism.
The contrast dependency study are presented for varying thickness of three different test-details in case of the reference ”Numerical-Lag” observer in Fig. 3.8 (e)
and for the two alternative observers, ”Analytical-PWMF” and ”Numerical-Direct”,
in Fig. 3.8 (f) for ”Soft” tissue, in order to compare observers. This experiment
was carried out in a separate test based on three consecutive signal measurements
where contrast-details in a central position gradually were replaced by increased
thickness of the same material to reduce parallax and other position dependent effects. Because of this, SNRrate /PKA,rate where used in order to cancel the effects
from doserate variation between measurements. The tendency of overestimating
SNR in the smallest detail, compared to the thickest, was the most commonly observed pattern in different experiments based on (e)-(f) and is considered to be the
most representative trend, addressed in the next chapter.
In general, the theoretical linear relationship was confirmed except for the
”Analytical-PWMF” observer when applied on the low density lung tissue where
an inferior bias control for this observer became apparent in form of elevated
SNRrate /PKA,rate in the initial low contrast portion of the graph. This observer
also gave higher values systematically, expected from the whitening of noise. A
good theoretical match was also observed for the ”Direct” method. An obvious
drawback with this method is the relatively small amount of samples used in the
statistical analysis (Eq. 1.8).
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Discussion
4.1

Clinical application of FluoroQuality

Dose-to-information (DI) conversion efficiency has been assessed by an Ideal and an
Quasi-Ideal Model observer on a digital fluoroscopy imaging system with the protocol optimized for examinations based on e.g. visualization of contrasting medium
passing through the oesophagus. This implies smaller pixel density for enhancement of low contrast objects against a structured background, essentially limited
by quantum noise in the clinical low dose pulsed fluoroscopy procedures. Each experiment has been performed in clinical mode with all spatial and temporal image
processing turned on including non-linear lookup tables and real-time dynamic density optimization (DDO). The motivation are practical applicability in form of a
straightforward method rather than an investigation of the effects from such postprocessing parameters on perceived Image Quality (IQ), which are not incorporated
in the Model observers utilized in the thesis. These only take into account the physical effects on signal detection, which might be affected by several factors of the
imaging system. The stability of the components critical for such factors as well
as the precision of the method has been investigated in routine quality assurance
(QA) constancy checks in repeated measurements of SNR2 rate . A couple of fluoroscopic technique factors and equipment configurations has also been varied in order
to investigate optimized imaging conditions and the Automatic-Dose-Rate-Control
(ADRC) system’s compromises between radiation dose and image quality.

4.1.1

ADRC functionality

The ADRC system strives at keeping a constant detector dose, determined by the
dose rate setting (Fig. 3.2), independent of the other properties of the beam when
altered by means of the arrangement or attenuation. The quality component of the
output beam was adjusted for varying dose modes by the tube filtration alone which
at the same time regulated the beam quantity, balanced by means of mAs (mA and
pulse length) after the linear increase in doserates observed in Fig. 3.2. The choice
of y-axes does not reflect the similar relative increase in ESAK-rate and DAP-rate
well in the figure (267% compared to 273%) measured on each side of the couch,
which thus had little impact on altered beam characteristics. The patient simulated
by 20 cm of PMMA though had greater effects on the beam modification resulting
in a less relative increase in SNR2 rate (and thus detector dose rate) of 196%.
The x-ray spectrum shifted towards lower energy and a softer beam at the
detector for higher dose modes, with an increased probability of photons interacting
in the phantom, are compensated by an increased photon fluence. Each incremental
increase in IQ though requires more photons and cost more dose which makes the
lower dose settings more dose-efficient, indicated by falling curves of DI-indices.
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For a three parameter ADRC-system regulating X-ray tube filtration (mm Cu),
tube current (mA) and pulse length, where filtration is fixed for a given dose rate
mode, the following ADRC analyses are restricted to only two parameters adjusting
the exposure by means of beam quantity alone, without the need to consider any
interplay with tube Voltage that was held constant at 81 kV for each measurement.
Adding the effects on beam modification from the remaining arrangement factors in
a dose-efficiency experiment though gives a more complex picture.
In the Source-Object-Detector (SOD) dose-efficiency analysis (Fig. 3.1) mA
was the sole acquisition parameter of interest controlled to decrease the x-ray fluence
for increased SOD where more scattered radiation reach the ADRC-chamber. The
observed proportionality between KAP-rate (exposure) and tube current with equal
percentage decrease in PKA,rate (23%) and mA (24%) between the lowest and the
highest test-object positions was expected for a fixed field size, as well as the Krate
curve (-69%) when understood as an combination of the inverse square law and
linear decrease from altered geometry and exposure respectively.
The dominant factor behind the inverse square relation of SNR2 rate in Fig.
3.1 is the decrease in photons intercepted by a target, approaching the detector,
expressed in terms of the magnified image area in Eq. 1.2 which in turn are related
to SNR2 rate according to the Rose relation in Eq. 1.1. The second most important
factor behind the decline is the ADRC induced linear decrease of photon production
by lowering the mA since SNR2 rate is not compensated by the added scattered radiation that reach the detector from more oblique angles and thus doesn’t contribute
to signal. According to Fig. 3.8 (c), where SNR2 rate has been normalized by the
linear dose component, the influence from geometric blur caused by a distributed
source seem to be insignificant for the imaging system and test-objects used with
relatively few large pixel elements making up the edge of the signal.
Based on the PKA,rate alone, one gets the impression that the examination is
optimized in terms of dose-efficiency by positioning the patient close to the source
given a 52% reduction of SNR2 rate /PKA,rate compared to the placement at the detector. However, this location has a 19% higher SNR2 rate /Krate DI-index when distance
effects on the received dose are taken into account. In fluoroscopic procedures ESAKrates is often the most critical harmful factor to consider and demonstrates a SOD
relation comparable to the SNR2 rate behaviour in Fig. 3.1.
The significant impact on absorbed dose from added PMMA evidenced in the
patient-simulation study is well known and should lead to equal relative variation of
PKA,rate and Krate for a fixed couch position as observed in Fig. 3.4. The exponential
increase implicate that the most dramatic variation in dose-rate occur in the final
portion of the curve. Still, absorbed dose-rates are tripled from 14 cm of PMMA,
representing a child, to 20 cm, equivalent to an average grown-up, and increases by
another 152% to 25 cm and by 159% for the last 5 cm. Around the more typical
patient thicknesses, the ADRC-system regulates the x-ray fluence by means of pulse
length rather than mA. The exponential increase in dose-rate, based entirely on a
regulation of beam quantity, is primarily needed as a response to the exponential
attenuation of photons as a function of PMMA thickness, which is accompanied by
various impairing effects on signal detection.
Increased scatter followed by a hardening of the beam will accordingly decrease
2
SNR rate through added noise and reduced contrast. The decline is further enhanced
from a reduced magnification of a test-object raised towards the detector, indicated
by figures on top of Fig. 3.1, relevant only for clinical situations with a superficially
located target. The somewhat complex full picture with all effects combined is hard
to grasp intuitively but effectively summarized by the SNR2 rate which demonstrates
a declining curve that starts to flatten out at the end. Fig. 3.1 also shows a greater
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decline of dose-efficiency in the initial part of the curve with a significant loss in DIindices of about 50% by adding 3 cm of PMMA to the standard 20 cm. The method
thus proves the importance of only small increments in added patient weight for the
combined effect of absorbed dose and image quality and provides a precise way to
measure it.
In the Field size dose-experiment (Fig. 3.3) the ADRC-system is responding
to an increased amount of scattered radiation from an extended field by decreasing
the tube current in a similar way as in the SOD experiment, but with PKA,rate
dependent on the combination of x-ray exposure and geometry in this case. When
PKA,rate is normalized after the linear decrease in Krate of 24%, solely influenced by
the ADRC system, PKA,rate grow by 510% (instead of 362%) in close agreement with
the increase in field size by 522% and the KAP definition. However, the measured
362% decrease includes effects from both altered exposure and geometry and is the
most relevant dose-rate to consider in this scenario with a beam covering a range of
different volume sizes of the body.
The reduced SNR2 rate was caused by an added proportion of scattered radiation
in the beam in a similar manner to the SOD experiment, but as the sole dominant
factor in this case. The PKA,rate measurement in Fig. 3.3 might indicate a minor
underestimation of the mid field size but SNR2 rate is not necessarily a linear function
of field size due to scattered radiation in addition to the linear decline in x-ray
exposure. The steep falling curve of SNR2 rate /PKA,rate as a function of field size
expansion is though particularly a result of negative response, in a dose-efficiency
perspective, from both image quality and absorbed doses which makes moderate
field sizes not wider than necessary a goal to aim at for all purposes.

4.1.2

Precision, sensitivity and accuracy of the method

Published data on the precision in routine QC measurements on fluoroscopy units
is limited for both human- and Model observer. A frequently cited article in the
context of visual studies is that of Marshall et al. (33) who reported inter- and intraobserver fractional STD of 11% each for results obtained from the Leeds-phantom.
Another study (14) that was also performed on an image intensifier system based
on an arrangement matched with the reference Leeds set-up demonstrated higher
within- (14%) and between-observer variations (19%) and illustrates the lack of
reproducibility between subjective studies.
The same study of Tapiovaara and Sandborg also presented data for the ”Numerical” observer applied on a PMMA test-detail which yielded an observed fractional STD of 0.03 for repeated SNRrate measurements and 0.07 based solely on statistical calculation uncertainty in SNR2 rate , roughly in agreement with this study.
SNRrate , presented in Tapiovaara et al., do fluctuate to a less degree compared to
SNR2 rate and is reduced by a factor of 1/(2 · SNR) as realized from the standard
formula for propagation of uncertainties.
A superior fractional precision of the ”Numerical” observers SNR2 rate /PKA,rate
(5.1% compared to 6.5-7.5%) was observed by Tesselaar and Sandborg (38) over periodic measurements on the same imaging device utilized in the thesis. This study
however used a more ideal experimental setup with less scattered radiation and a
more correct phantom with the 5 mm Al plug embedded in a replaceable PMMAplate. Further limitations in the ”Setup 2” constancy study were an inadequate
sample of only 5 measurements which where picked from reference setups in the
dose-efficiency experiments of altered imaging conditions resulting in higher variations in exposure. A great variation in thickness (1-15 mm) of test-details distributed
over a relative large FOV complicates comparisons between contrasts due to parallax effects. The Soft 15mm detail for example yields a higher SNR2 rate than the Al
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3mm detail, despite lesser contrast, and an increased fractional STD as well.
Measurements on the Leeds TO.10 phantom were included due to it’s extensive
use and literature references besides the opportunity to investigate a second experimental setup. The more ideal set-up, quantity of measurements and symmetrical
pattern of details might have been the reasons a more stable trend over contrast for
the Leeds test-object in Table 3.1 with a dip in relative STD occurring around 400
µGy−1 m−2 . A similar trend might be discerned for both Observers in case of the
test-details as well (Fig. 3.7 (c)). A minimum in variation over contrast might point
to preference for medium contrasts over higher with too strong signals impairing the
measurements. Any particular violation of signal independence in stronger contrasts
was however not observed (Appendix B).
A drawback in the Leeds-setup is the possibility of greater impact on the
accuracy from the second step (ii) of the measurement procedure described in section
2.2.1 where the phantom ideally should have been replaced by homogeneous material,
considering a more compact Leeds phantom.
An experimental variability of SNR2 rate /PKA,rate ranging between 5-7% for
high contrasting details in suboptimal measuring standards (Table 3.1) allows the
method to detect dose rate changes of at least 10-14% with a two sigma significance
and capacity for further improvements in more accurate procedures. With twice
as large relative uncertainties in SNR2 , propagating from the measured SNR, only
detection of dose changes in the order of 45-55% and 45-75% is achievable with equal
confidence in corresponding intra- and inter subjective constancy tests on simpler
detection pattern usually used in QA (e.g. Leeds TO.10 and NEMA-SCAI).
The literature specifically focused on precision in visual parameter studies of
physical IQ is even more scarce. It though contains a number of IQ-analyses predominantly based on the CDRAD phantom in comparative radiography studies (21,26–29) .
The listed measured variations are often based on an insufficient number of participants and data sets with great intra fluctuations in reading precision ranging over
2-10% due to the probabilistic nature of the test. Most results seem to fall between 4-7%, about half the variability observed with one-sample readings of simpler
phantoms, but acquired with greater effort.
In spite of a semi-objective approach CDRAD can still give rise to large
between-observer variability due to varying skill in detecting signals which might
lead to large differences if the participants can be divided into groups of different
expertise. A varying competence between humans also makes results obtained from
different experiment harder to compare and the method less reproducible.
A problem with the more complex c-d phantom design is the trade off between
precision and sensitivity evidenced in Fig. 1.5 (c), due to physical limitations of the
phantom, which complicates analysis of smaller parameter steps in spite of the higher
precision achieved. This should be contrasted with the sensitive response over all
four dose-efficiency experiments shown in Fig. 3.1-3.4 where results are more easily
interpolated and interpreted, even in the more complex imaging conditions.

4.2

Evaluation of FluoroQuality on a digital imaging
system

Basic requirements on an imaging system to enable a statistical decision analysis,
listed on p. 5, are confirmed and discussed in Appendix B for the reference lab
which were shown to be limited mainly by quantum noise. A Rose analysis studying
the linear expectation of SNR2 rate as a function of different parameters is therefore
justified on the low spatial resolution system when the blurred edges only represents
a small portion of the imaged objects. Given the fulfilment of basic requirements,
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the Rose analysis then constitute an investigation of effects related to the experimental arrangement or the image transformations that occurs in the post-processing
while operating under usual clinical conditions. The precision analysis based on the
uncertainty of SNR2 rate were instead aimed at finding the limits and optimums of
the parameters. Both computational and experimental factors were included.

4.2.1

Assessing FluoroQuality by the classical Rose model

The Rose formula (Eq. 1.1) is an expression for the amount of photons that are
absorbed in the target relative to the background by means of the photon production,
-interception and -attenuation (by the target), or in mathematical terms by the doserate, effective target-area and -thickness, respectively.
Differences between the area (Ao ) analysis, which showed excellent results,
and the thickness analysis (t), where the most common trend∗ consisted of a smaller
fitted slope compared to theory, might point to non-linear operations applied on
the raw data, like gray-level mappings in form of gamma correction, since such
modifications would not have altered the linearity in the object area analysis for
an equal image intensity simply spread out over a gradually larger area. Other
effects on the contrast analysis (Fig. 3.8 (e) and (f)) related to the sensitivity of
the experimental setup when using contrast-details of widely varying thickness can
however not be excluded.
A slight overestimation of SNR2 rate in the lowest dose mode compared to the
highest, by which the theoretical line defined by Eq. 2.3 has been matched with,
was observed in the dose-rate analysis presented in Fig. 3.8 (b), similar to the
thickness study. In this case, however, the explanation from a less ideal position of
the KAP-meter at the x-ray tube, instead of the phantom surface at the test-details,
is more clear. The chosen position overestimates the relative increase in test-detail
dose absorption for dose-rate increments due to beam filtration.
A perfect theoretical match was once again found for an area analysis (AI is
the variable in Fig. 3.8 (c)) in case of the SOD study and likewise for the linear
relative σstat in Fig. 3.8 (a), based on a frame analysis. This experiment also
verifies the estimated uncertainty in LLag , derived in Appendix C and not based on
the descriptions in the original report.
Although it’s difficult to give definitive explanations for the minor discrepancies
relative to theoretical predictions that occur in some parameter studies without
access to raw data, the Rose analysis seem to give further weight in favour of the
methods applicability and it’s ability to identify deviations from linear conditions.

4.2.2

Optimization and limitations of procedures

Some results obtained in the routine constancy control experiments, from the Leeds
phantom in particular (Table 3.2), indicated a signal dependent trend. However,
only the initial decline in relative STD for the first half of the contrast spectrum
is reflected in the calculated uncertainty (Fig. 3.7 (c)). No additional follow up
studies were carried out in order to establish less stable results for the highest signal
investigated. What can be inferred from the experiments is though a preference for
higher contrasts over lower.
∗

Although experiments did vary to some degree, the behaviour observed in Fig. 3.8 (e) and (f)
was the most representative and observed over Observers and varying test-detail materials used in
a single measurement and therefore not explained by statistical fluctuations alone. The tendency
was also observed on more ideal experimental setups, by placing the contrast-detail centrally and
replacing it with details of increasing thickness in consecutive measurements to deal with parallax
effects, or by using a test-plate with embedded test-details in better accordance with theory.
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Fig. 3.7 (c) also demonstrates more constant measurements for the ”Analytical” observer compared to the ”Numerical”, with 2% lower relative STD in general
except for the lowest contrasts. The difference in statistical uncertainty σstat between
the two Observers though seem to be suspiciously large (2% compared to 8%). When
excluding the measurements of lowest variation in Fig. 3.7 (c) a fairly good match
between measured and calculated uncertainties are found in case of the ”Numerical”
observer. This might also indicate an underestimation of the ”Analytical” σstat .
The standard set of 1024 frames corresponds to the maximum number stored
in a measurement file at the console as well as the lower limit of recommendation∗ .
The construction of the template is the critical step of the analysis and one should
therefore actually strive for bigger sets, as indicated in Appendix B which shows relatively large statistical fluctuations in the CDV distributions at this level. Beyond
1024 frames, it is possible to further increase the precision in SNR2 rate significantly
all the way to 3000 frames where one must also take into account the specific technical features available at the lab. The possibility to transfer files online to the PACS
system in the background for example is convenient considering the large amount of
information in a series of frames.
An optimum regarding precision, lag and bias for the software parameter F
of frames contained in a ”cube” (Fig. 3.7 (b)) was found to be 32-64 independent
of the total number of frames (section 3.4). Additional included spatial frequencies
from increments in ROI size was found to be significant for reduction of uncertainty
in smaller sub-images only, which motivates a sufficient amount of space for each
contrast-detail. Bias then turned out to be a more sensitive function of ROI size in
case of weaker signals where the SNR2 rate started to show dependence on the ROI
size below SNR2 rate of 100-500 s−1 .
The estimated uncertainty in SNR2 rate turned out to be a less sensitive function
of the four different arrangement and acquisition parameters studied in the doseefficiency experiments where an addition of more than 1 pp only was observed for
the SOD parameter. In all, the contribution to the total uncertainty in SNR2 rate
from most of the studied parameters are small. Combined though the effects on
the precision might be noticeable why it is recommended to measure according to
an ideal setup, with the test-object placed close to the detector, and by using the
default computational parameters in the original FluoroQuality software.

4.3

Measurement procedures

Experiments differed in part from proper measuring conditions, according to theory,
in two ways; with respect to the test-objects and the sequence of signal/background
measurements. The deviation from the theoretical path by neglecting the replacement of test-object with an added homogeneous plate (section 2.2.1 and 4.1.2) proved
to have greater effects on the accuracy, especially in case of the Leeds phantom. The
second departure from ideal conditions occurred for some experiments by means of
arranging the order of consecutive (i) signal and (ii) background measurements in a
more practical but less ideal way, explained in section 2.3.1:
A correct series of measurements in a parameter study consists of pairs of signal present/absent for consecutive parameter values instead of the entire sequence of
background measurements following all parameter variations of the signal measurements, which might be more convenient in many situations. Otherwise acquisition
parameters and geometrical factors will be altered between pairs of measurements
inflicting added noise to the template and increasing bias, resulting in the outliers
∗

1280 (32·40) frames was put as a lower limit in the original FluroQuality paper to ensure
adequate statistical significance and sufficiently low bias (13) .
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described as ”biased” in section 3.2. The incorrect sequence of measurements was a
common circumstance found in those abnormal experiments.
A likely explanation behind the abnormal template under given circumstances
involves alterations of the sub-image matrix sensitivity profile between measurements caused by technical issues in the pixels related to the altered modes of operation. The recommended approach is therefore to keep imaging conditions constant
between pairs of measurements and follow the conventional scheme of successive
signal and background measurements.
The design of the phantom is likewise a critical issue with parallax effects inflicting upon the results depending on both the test-detail thickness and it’s position
as well as experimental set-up. Smaller contrasting details with higher attenuation
coefficients fixed centrally are therefore preferred. Complex pattern used for e.g. c-d
analysis seems problematic in many practical situations and makes the method better suited for single detail analysis, unfortunate given the loss of spatial resolution
information. However, a spatial domain based channelized Hotelling observer with
a detectability index (DI) based on the resolution of the imaged object along with
contrast and noise texture has recently been presented (15) . It demonstrates that
more aspects of quality can be combined in an evaluation of a single detail. Notable
is also that the different contrasts only differed by a mere scaling of SNR2 rate over
the course of experiments.
As mentioned earlier in a footnote, the method is applicable on more realistic
backgrounds of moderate complexity but with all variations except random noise
cancelled out in the algorithm. Neither is it restricted to ideal geometrical shapes
with well defined borders and it will work for e.g. caterers containing contrasting
medium. With the biological disturbing effects still insufficiently realistically simulated or considered by the method and given an intricate psychophysical threshold
analysis in case of ambiguous signals where the task is harder to interpret the usefulness of more realistic setups can be questioned. A better approach would be to strive
after the more ideal conditions the Model observer methodology are based upon to
measure the technical performance which then are correlated with the clinical IQ
derived from a separate realistic visual evaluation test made with similar settings
on the same imaging device, as proposed elsewhere (12) . This approach requires that
the relation between technical and clinical IQ exists and can be derived.

4.4

Limitations of the study and future prospects

Obviously there are many aspects which have been excluded in order to limit the
scope of the thesis, some of which are particularly important and worth mentioning.
An advantage of evaluating processed images is that real time enhancement like
contrast manipulations, which affects how the images are perceived in the lab, are
taken into account in the analysis. A direct evaluation of effects on SNR2 rate from an
alteration of post-processing parameters had therefore been interesting to conduct.
Access to the initial raw data would have provided a more complete picture of the
non-linear effects observed in some experiments in the Rose analysis.
To ensure a general applicability of the method and disprove a special case of
particularly ideal conditions obtained with the specific features of the reference lab,
more extensive comparisons with other imaging systems would have been helpful.
These features might include low spatial resolution and individually designed postprocessing. In addition, the comparison itself is interesting in order to study different
modalities and the pros and cons of different systems and settings. Future projects of
great value would also include thorough comparisons between the discussed method
and human observers, previously only performed on analogue systems.
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Deficiencies in the design of, and measurement procedures related to, the phantom have already been raised in previous sections. It is worth mentioning that the
geometries involved in the more ideal ”setup 1” could have been made even more
ideal by increasing the SDD and by placing the test-object closer to the detector.
However, unwanted structures included in a ROI would then have been unavoidable
in case of the Leeds phantom, which further stress the benefits of a flexible phantom. Additional shortcomings in the constancy measurements with the test-details
are based on the fact that they were picked from the ”setup 2” arrangements of the
dose-efficiency experiments. Utilizing a separate serie with more ideal conditions
would have given a better estimate of an optimal precision achieved by the method.
Preferably, this serie would have been based on more measurements.
Considering dose-rate measurements the absorbed dose to the detector is missing why it would have been more suitable to place the T20 solid state ESAK-rate
detector on top of the PMMA phantom. With this configuration though a direct
comparison with the KAP-rate measured inside the tube housing would then not
have been possible. The arrangement chosen did have impairing effects on the estimated dose relation in the Rose analysis. In addition, the dose-efficiency analysis
would have benefited from two different measuring points as well.
The question of the methods utility and place in the hospital as a standard
procedure for measurements of both technical and clinical IQ were raised in the
Background section. The section lists many pros and cons between different assessment modalities and highlight different considerations concerning phantom design.
What still remains is to develop a phantom and method that is efficient enough.
Section 1.4.3 also expressed some scepticism for the methods relevance in routine
QC based on experience from the specific imaging system studied. If the Model observer methodology is well integrated in a QA program, for example with the signal
included in a multi purpose test-device with more than one evaluation performed per
image (sequence) and with an automated system for image transfer taking place in
the background the method might eventually become suitable for daily tasks taking
place at the hospital, not only in equipment parameter studies but in routine QC
as well.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
FluoroQuality, a software based on Statistical Detection Theory (STD), has successfully been converted to MATLAB where it has been thoroughly analysed both
with respect to its applicability on a modern digital imaging system, operating in its
usual clinical mode, and its benefits in practice by means of common Image Quality
(IQ) examinations that takes place in a hospital.
Statistical analyses, in form of examination of the expected normal distributed
Conditional Decision Variables (CDV:s) and its signal independence, have confirmed
fulfilment of the essential requirements put on the imaging system while comparisons
between different Observers have demonstrated a proper functioning LLag .
The expected linear response of SNR2 rate based on predictions by the classical
Rose model and frame statistics have been verified for processed data received from
the console with only small deviations observed in contrast analyses, most likely
reflecting the methods sensitivity in observing non-linear effects.
Analyses of the precision and limitations in different imaging parameters
proved the frame number to be the most influential while the original software
parameters in FluoroQuality and stronger signals were general recommendations
deduced from the studies. Factors related to the experimental setup proved to be
less significant in optimizing the measurement precision.
Laboratory measurements of Dose-to-information (DI) indices in form of
2
SNR rate /PKA,rate and SNR2 rate /Krate yielded results comparable to common subjective detection indices in image condition parameter studies with regard to precision,
considering the squared index used here, but with the additional benefits of higher
efficiency and reproducibility. In routine quality control experiments the method
proves high precision but still isn’t integrated in a complete QA program that can
compete with the more time efficient subjective methods used today.
Future efforts, including development of phantoms, experimental procedures
and QA programs as well as investigations of the correlation between physical- and
clinical IQ, will give a final verdict of the method.
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Appendix A
Formulas used in FluoroQuality
All decision functions and SNR expressions used in FluoroQuality are gathered in
Table 1 for both the ”Numerical” and ”Analytical” methods with Observers operating in the spatial temporal- and it’s frequency domain respectively. Some of the
formulas have already appeared in the main part of the thesis, some of which are
presented with slightly different notations. Expressions in Table 1 refer to both the
theory part and formulas related to the 3D-NPS (Noise Power Spectra / Wienerspectra) presented for the first time in this chapter:
W3D,1,2

m=M
 u v w
X
XYT
F3 [g1,2 (i, j, k, m) − ḡ1,2 (i, j)]
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=
·
X Y T
(M − 1)Nx Ny F

2

(1)

m=1

The 3D-NPS in Eq. 1 is an estimate of the spatio-temporal noise correlation (noise
dependent lag) where the m index refers back to Fig. 1.3 which divides the total
amount of image frames into M statistically independent sequences of F frames
each, depicted as cubes. For any such cube, (i, j, k) and (u, v, w) are voxel indices
in the spatial and spatial-frequency domain respectively, covering a volume with
a total spatial-temporal extent of Nx Ny F voxels. The physical size of the volume
is XYT mm2 s with only the temporal length of the sequence, T, measured by the
program and the ROI area XY normalized to 1. Thus, the calculation in Eq. 1 is
accomplished by summing the spectra of 3D-Fourier (F3 ) transformed samples of
noise from each of the m cubes, times the factor that yields the mean value.
The 2D-NPS for individual frames in Eq. 2 is given by the sum over all temporal
frequencies (13,16,19) and is used in the calculation of ”Analytical” SNR2 (Table 1):
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The zero-temporal frequency axis of Eq. 1 is in a similar way used for ”Analytical” SNR2 rate calculations (13) (for 1=background and 2=signal):
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”Analytical” SNR2 and SNR2 rate are in turn used for approximating the noise
lag factor (Eq. 1.6), which in FluoroQuality (LLag ) takes the form of an inverse:
|∆G(u,v)|2 (R1 (u,v) + R2 (u,v))
SNR rate
u6=0,v6=0
=
≈ TF · P
SNR2 frame
|∆G(u,v)|2 (Rsum,1 (u,v) + Rsum,2 (u,v))
P

FLag =

1
LLag

2

(4)

u6=0,v6=0

In Eq. 4 ∆G is the Fourier transform of the mean difference image ∆g = ḡ2 − ḡ1 .
I

Table 1: Decision functions and Signal-to-Noise-Ratios for one numerically and two
analytically derived templates for a linear imaging system under given conditions.

II

Output values of FluoroQuality
Figure 1 is a screenshot from the main window in the original FlouroQuality software
that contains values from different steps of the calculation process, useful in the
verification of the MATLAB based version.

Figure 1: A part of the start-up window of the original FluoroQuality software.
In Fig. 1 ”Min” and ”Max” refers to minimum and maximum pixel values in respective matrix, where ”Net signal” stands for the difference image ∆g, ”FT**2”
it’s Fourier transform ∆G, ”SNR**2 (0Hz)” (u,v) frequency channels of the ”Analytical” PWMF SNR2 in Table 1 and ”SNR**2 (one-frame)” the corresponding
frequency spectrum of SNR2 rate . In the lower portion, left and right columns represents signal and background series with rows of ”Average image” ḡ, ”0 Hz NPS”
Rsum,1,2 · 1/Nx Ny (from Eq. 3) and ”One-frame NPS” R1,2 · 1/Nx Ny (from Eq. 2).

Figure 2: 17 different temporal-frequency slices of the 3D-NPS of the signal series.
Figure 2 is a portion of a screen-shot from a separate window that contains 17 different temporal-frequency components of the 3D-NPS from the signal series. Included
in the original window is also the corresponding background series. The two boxes
on the top left represents the minimum and maximum pixels found in the two series
combined.
III

Figure 3: SNR and Lag results contained in a .txt file from FluoroQuality.
Figure 3 is the lower portion of a screen-shot from a .txt file produced by the original
FluoroQuality that lists all SNR and Lag values of interest. The upper dotted
box includes SNR2 (”SINGLE FRAME”) and SNR2 rate from the two ”Analytical”
observers listed in Table 1 when including 4 different regions of frequency channels
in the analysis. The PWMF observer also comes in a ”De-biased” version, explained
in the original paper (13) .
Next follows 3 different Lag calculations, the first of which corresponds to LLag
in Eq. 4 used by the ”reference” observer. The uncertainty in this value has been
derived in Appendix C, all other terms have been retrieved directly from the original
paper.
The following 3 values corresponds to SNRFrame , SNR2 Frame and SNR2 rate =
1
· SNR2 Frame of the ”reference” observer (Eq. 1.7). The forth row contains the
L
Lag

corresponding ”Direct” based SNR2 (”SINGLE FRAME”) and SNR2 rate (Eq. 1.8).
Error propagations in this section are to be found in the original paper.
The last paragraph contains various statistical calculations in form of mean
values and standard deviations of the two distributions of Conditional Decision Variables along with it’s χ2 statistics.
The MATLAB based version has been controlled against the original FluoroQuality by means of each of the listed output values on p. III and IV which has
proved close conformance between the two softwares, differing only in the decimal
rounding.
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Appendix B
Three required conditions of statistical decision theory
Requirements on the imaging system to enable a statistical decision analysis in the
general case is given on p. 5, where it was noted that only the third last point
remains as a necessary condition for the proposed method in practice. A correct
analysis will result in Gaussian distributed CDV test statistics, as observed in Fig.
4. Although Fig. 4 indicates fulfilment of essential requisites, comparisons between
Observers were carried out in order to assess the accuracy of the 3D-NPS operation
that depends on the second point while statistical calculations were conducted for
the CDV distribution and additivity included in the third point.
• Known transfer eq. g = Hf + n: Linear shift-invariant system
Image data g is already known making the system response function H redundant.
• NPS calculation practical: Stationary and Ergodic system
With no need of information of system lag the ”Direct” observer (Eq. 1.8) is strictly
speaking the only Observer which is entirely based on the image spatial domain.
Despite relative large statistical fluctuations for this Observer between experiments,
as a consequence of less samples used, comparisons with the 3D-NPS dependent
”Lag” (reference) method demonstrates a reasonable good match.
Since the 3D-NPS is included in the spatial-temporal frequency counterpart
of the DCsHFs observer, in form of the Rsum function, according to Table 1 this
Observer was compared to the ”Numerical” reference observer as well. The two
Observers provided indistinguishable SNR2 rate values over each imaging condition
investigated. The requirements of a stationary and ergodic system relevant for the
3D-NPS calculation therefore seem to be well approximated for the small sub-image
sizes used.
The effects from pre-whitening, in turn, was studied by comparing the two
”Analytical” observers, DCsHFs and PWMF, from Table 1 which only demonstrated
slightly increased SNR2 rate for the latter Observer indicating that quantum noise is
the dominating Image Quality factor for the studied imaging system.
• CDV Gaussian distributed: Additive and Zero-mean Gaussian distributed noise
Signal independence which is met for additive noise where further analysed by the
statistical method and confidence levels used in the original FluoroQuality; ratios
of variances of signal and background CDV distributions (Fig. 1.1). Table 2 gather
calculations made on each of the 50 measurements included in the 5 routine quality
control experiments with 10 test-details (Table 3.1) for which 10% fell outside of the
80% and 120% limits of statistical significance, marked in bold. The random distribution over contrast and experiments implies uncertainty in the signal independence
test, from an insufficient number of frames (1024), rather than signal effects.
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Table 2: Signal independence estimations σ 2 (CDVSignal )/σ 2 (CDVBackground ) for the
measurements used in the ”Setup 2” constancy experiment.

Table 3: Signal independence estimations σ 2 (CDVSignal )/σ 2 (CDVBackground ) for a
set of high contrast details (”Setup 1”) for 3 sets of frames.

A high contrast analysis based on ”setup 1” over a wider range of frames, presented
in Table 3, seem to support this conclusion and at the same time demonstrating
signal independence for signals far exceeding the strongest utilized in the QC study.
The original FluoroQuality software evaluate the statistical properties of the
final CDV distributions by means of a standard χ2 test. This method however
depends on the bin parameter which makes it less unambiguous. The observed
distributions agreement with an expected Gaussian distribution was instead assessed
directly from inspection of the histogram, as in Fig. 4 (a)-(c) for the ”Bone” testdetail on a ”Setup 1” configuration with an increasing amount of frames utilized. As
seen from the figure histograms do approach a Gaussian form with added samples
and statistical certainty, showing characteristics consistent with normally distributed
test-statistics already at 1024 frames. However, more frames seem to be required
for a perfect match with sufficiently low statistical fluctuations.
In conclusion, both the 3D-NPS and final CDV distributions have been confirmed on the reference imaging system which seem to be limited mainly by quantum
noise.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Histograms of CDV:s approaching Gaussian distributions for (a) 1024, (b)
3072 and (c) 5120 frames, for the reference ”Numerical-Lag” observer.

VI

Analysis of included spatial frequencies
A more detailed study on effects related to included spatial frequencies were carried
out next in a direct analysis. A spatial frequency analysis in the spatial realm is
implemented by simply regulate the included frequencies in the construction of the
”Numerical” observer (Eq. 1.5). The simplest Non-Pre-Whitening observer that
includes all frequencies were shown to reduce the SNR2 rate by a factor of 2 and
increase the variation by a factor of 2-5. The HF component however turned out
to be of less significance by means of a DC-suppressing observer which performance
was invariant to the inclusion of the HF-channel, expected for a fully digital system.
This points to the DC-component as the most important source of error among all
frequency channels.

VII

Appendix C
Calculated uncertainty in the lag factor
The derivation of the uncertainty in LLag is based on the application of the standard
deviation propagation formula on the expression in Eq. 4. But first the source
of uncertainty in single frames and its spread to each function included in Eq. 4
is estimated by a method partly based on Gagne and Wagner (20) . This method
considers each image as a random vector with random pixel values and proceeds
by applying the absolute magnitude square relation in Eq. 5 on each one of the
separate functions.
|Z|2 = (Re(Z))2 + (Im(Z))2

(5)

After a few steps of algebraic rewritings one obtains the following expressions:
2

|∆G(u,v)|2 = G1 (u,v) − G2 (u,v)
2
2
= Re(G1 (u,v)) − Re(G2 (u,v)) + Im(G1 (u,v)) − Im(G2 (u,v))

Rs (u,v) =

F X
M
X
1
Gs (u,v,w,m) − Gs (u,v)
(M − 1)F

2

w=1 m=1

1
=
(M − 1)F

F,M
X

(6)

(7)

2
2
Re(Gs ) − Re(Gs ) + Im(Gs ) − Im(Gs )

w,m=1

F X
M
2
X
Gsum,s (u,v,m)
1
− Gs (u,v)
(M − 1)
F
w=1 m=1


2  

2 (8)
F,M 
X
Gsum,s
Gsum,s
1
Re
− Re(Gs ) + Im
− Im(Gs )
=
(M − 1)
F
F

Rsum,s (u,v) =

w,m=1

for both cases of s = 1 (background) and 2 (signal) and where Gsum,s (u, v, m) =
PF
w=1 Gs (u, v, w, m). In Eq. 7 and 8 Rs (u,v) and Rsum,s are expressed in alternative
forms (2,13) compared to Appendix A. LLag is therefore a linear function of real numbers with uncertainties
from
 originating

 Re(G1,2
 (u,v)), Im(G1,2 (u,v)), Re(G1,2 (u,v)),
G

G

Im(G1,2 (u,v)), Re sum,1,2
and Im sum,1,2
estimated from variation over time
F
F
calculated for each pixel separately by the standard STD formula, for example:
v
u
u
σ (Re(G1 (u,v))) = t

F X
M 
2
X
1
Re(G1 (u,v)) − Re(G1 (u,v))
(MF − 1)

(9)

w=1 m=1

The uncertainties are then propagated to LLag in Eq. 4 via Eq. 6 - 8 by means of
the conventional formula for propagation of uncertainties used in each step.
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